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Abstract. In oncology, liquid biopsy is used in the detection
of next-generation analytes, such as tumor cells, cell-free
nucleic acids and exosomes in peripheral blood and other
body fluids from cancer patients. It is considered one of the
most advanced non-invasive diagnostic systems to enable
clinically relevant actions and implement precision medicine. Medical actions include, but are not limited to, early
diagnosis, staging, prognosis, anticipation (lead time) and
the prediction of therapy responses, as well as follow-up.
Historically, the applications of liquid biopsy in cancer have
focused on circulating tumor cells (CTCs). More recently,
this analysis has been extended to circulating free DNA
(cfDNA) and microRNAs (miRNAs or miRs) associated
with cancer, with potential applications for development
into multi-marker diagnostic, prognostic and therapeutic
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signatures. Liquid biopsies avoid some key limitations of
conventional tumor tissue biopsies, including invasive tumor
sampling, under-representation of tumor heterogeneity
and poor description of clonal evolution during metastatic
dissemination, strongly reducing the need for multiple
sampling. On the other hand, this approach suffers from
important drawbacks, i.e., the fragmentation of cfDNA, the
instability of RNA, the low concentrations of certain analytes
in body fluids and the confounding presence of normal, as
well as aberrant DNAs and RNAs. For these reasons, the
analysis of cfDNA has been mostly focused on mutations
arising in, and pathognomonicity of, tumor DNA, while
the analysis of cfRNA has been mostly focused on miRNA
patterns strongly associated with neoplastic transformation/
progression. This review lists some major applicative areas,
briefly addresses how technology is bypassing liquid biopsy
limitations, and places a particular emphasis on novel,
PCR-free platforms. The ongoing collaborative efforts of
major international consortia are reviewed. In addition to
basic and applied research, we will consider technological
transfer, including patents, patent applications and available
information on clinical trials aimed at verifying the potential of liquid biopsy in cancer.
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Figure 1. Applications of liquid biopsy in colorectal cancer (CRC).

1. The concept of liquid biopsy
Liquid biopsy investigates circulating tumor cells (CTCs) and/
or cell-free nucleic acids in the peripheral blood of cancer
patients (Fig. 1) and is considered one of the most advanced
non-invasive diagnostic systems with which to obtain key
molecular information relevant to clinical decisions and the
practice of precision medicine (1-5). Diagnostic actions include,
but are not limited to, early diagnosis, staging, prognosis, the
prediction of therapeutic responses, and follow-up during
therapeutic intervention (5-13). Historically, the applications
of liquid biopsy for the characterization of cancer patients have
been focused on CTCs (1). Looking for CTCs in peripheral
blood has generated a very large number of reports focusing
on diagnosis, prognosis and therapeutic management (6). The
downstream characterization of CTCs, including the identification of possible therapeutic targets (e.g., mutations or other
traits of aggressiveness) in this peculiar tumor cell subset not
only has had a great impact on diagnosis and prognostication,
but also has an impact on clinical protocols, charting the route
to precision medicine (14-16). In this respect, an excellent
example is colorectal cancer (CRC), one of the most frequent
malignancies worldwide (17). As is known, the transformation
of normal colonic epithelium into CRC is punctuated by the
progressive accumulation of acquired genetic and epigenetic
alterations deeply altering morphological parameters, cell
growth potential and differentiation, and shutting down apoptosis. Recent basic and clinical research on CTCs in patients
with CRC has underlined that the molecular detection of CTCs
in peripheral blood is feasible, and their phenotypic characterization drives therapeutic protocols for tailored clinical
interventions (18). Moreover, the real-time monitoring of
CTCs in patients with CRC has been extensively applied for

a better mechanistic understanding of the factors determining
clinical outcome and the efficacy of therapeutic treatment, as
well as the stability of therapeutic effects over time (18-21).
In addition to CTCs, the formal demonstration that free
nucleic acids are present (although short-lived) in biological
fluids (plasma being investigated by most authors), has led
to the development of a large wealth of studies aimed at
circulating DNA and RNA (22-24). This strategy, similar to
CTC detection, allows for non-invasive diagnosis, and at the
same time it represents a convenient method for directly interrogating tumor aberrations, addressing tumor heterogeneity
and metastatic dissemination across multiple, longitudinally
collected clinical specimens (6,7). On the other hand, this
approach suffers from important drawbacks, i.e., the fragmentation of circulating free DNA (cfDNA), the instability
of RNA, low analyte concentrations, and the confounding,
variable presence of DNA and RNA from normal tissues and
mutated cells from the hematopoietic compartment (clonal
hematopoiesis) (25). Limitations notwithstanding, the analysis
of cfDNA has successfully identified mutations arising in, and
the pathognomonicity of, tumor DNA, while the analysis of
circulating free RNA (cfRNA) has been mostly focused on
miRNA patterns strongly associated with neoplastic transformation/progression (22). Examples of the detection of tumor
cfDNA are presented in Table I (18-20,26-52), while examples
of the detection of circulating miRNAs are presented in
Table II (53-104).
2. Analytes in plasma: Examples of biomedical applications
Molecular targets: Cancer genetic aberrations. One of the
most robust evidence supporting the application value of liquid
biopsies is the detection of circulating genomic aberrations,

Tumor type

Assay

Major results

Authors/(Refs.)

Year

PCR-single strand
conformation
polymorphism analysis
(PCR-SSCP) followed
by direct sequencing

An ultrasensitive method for quantitating
Lung cancer Cancer personalized
circulating tumor DNA with broad patient		
profiling Deep
coverage		
sequencing (Capp-Seq)
			
			

Comparison of the SuperARMS and Droplet
Lung cancer SuperARMS and
Digital PCR for Detecting EGFR Mutation in		
Droplet Digital PCR
ctDNA From NSCLC Patients			

Changes in colorectal carcinoma genomes under Colon cancer Whole genome (WGS)
anti-EGFR therapy identified by whole-genome		
sequencing
plasma DNA sequencing			
			
			
			

Molecular detection of APC, KRAS, and p53
Colon cancer
mutations in the serum of patients with		
colorectal cancer as circulating biomarkers		
		
		

Multiplex picodroplet digital PCR to detect
Colon cancer Multiplex digital PCR
KRAS mutations in circulating DNA from the		
(dPCR)
plasma of colorectal cancer patients			
			

Levels of ctDNA were highly associated with tumor volume
and distinguished between residual disease and treatmentrelated imaging changes; measurement of ctDNA levels
allowed for earlier response assessment than radiographic
approaches

Super-ARMS and ddPCR share the similar accuracy for EGFR
mutation detection in plasma biopsy, predicting the efficacy
of EGFR-TKIs by detecting plasma EGFR status

Whole genome sequencing of plasma of patients with
colorectal cancer treated with anti-EGFR therapy unveils
several copy number changes, including loss of the APC
chromosomal 5q22 region and amplifications in known gene
involved in the resistance to EGFR blockade such as MET,
ERBB2 and KRAS

Molecular detection of KRAS, and p53 gene mutations in
circulating tumor DNA is a potential tool for early detection
of postoperative recurrence/metastases and poor clinical
outcome in patients with colorectal cancer

The study demonstrates the clinical utility of multiplex dPCR
to screen for multiple mutations simultaneously with a
sensitivity sufficient to detect mutations in circulating DNA
obtained by non‑invasive blood collection

Circulating free DNA as a biomarker and
Colon cancer Quantitative PCR
Tumor-specific KRAS mutations in plasma have
source for mutation detection in metastatic			
prognostic value
colorectal cancer				

The prognostic value of simultaneous tumor
Colon cancer Droplet digital PCR
RAS and BRAF mutation in serum were strong independent
and serum RAS/RAF mutations in localized		
technology
prognostic factors in patients with colon cancer
colon cancer				

2018

2014

2004

2013

Newman et al (30) 2014

Feng et al (29)

Mohan et al (28)

Wang et al (27)

Taly et al (26)

Spindler et al (20) 2015

Thomsen et al (19) 2017

Liquid biopsy in colon cancer: Comparison of Colon cancer Intplex allele-specific and Total cfDNA was significantly increased in cancer patients
Kloten et al (18)
2017
different circulating DNA extraction systems		
digital droplet PCR
compared to healthy controls, with the highest yield in
following the absolute quantification of KRAS			
distant metastatic disease			
mutations using Intplex allele-specific PCR

Title of the study

Table I. Selected examples of liquid biopsy based on the analysis of circulating free DNA (cfDNA).
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Exome-wide analysis of circulating tumor DNA could
complement current invasive biopsy approaches to identify
mutations associated with acquired drug resistance in
advanced cancers

Results suggest the utility of NGS as a liquid biopsy for
metastatic breast cancer patients and the potential to identify
novel ESR1 mutations
ESR1 methylation in plasma ctDNA showed a high
concordance with ESR1 methylation in CTCs, suggesting a
possible connection between CTCs and the origin of ctDNA
Mutation-specific ddPCR was used to measure plasma
concentrations of oncogenic BRAF and NRAS variants in
metastatic melanoma. Tumor-associated ctDNA was detected
in plasma of patients prior to treatment and lower circulating
tumor DNA (ctDNA) levels at this time point were
significantly associated with response to treatment and
prolonged progression-free survival

Detection of ESR1 mutations in plasma and
Breast cancer Next-generation
tumors from metastatic breast cancer patients		
sequencing (NGS)
using next-generation sequencing			

ESR1 Methylation: A Liquid Biopsy-Based
Breast cancer Methylation-specific
Epigenetic Assay for the Follow-up of Patients		
qPCR
with Metastatic Breast Cancer Receiving			
Endocrine Treatment

Circulating tumor DNA to monitor treatment
Melanoma Droplet digital PCR
response and detect acquired resistance in		
(ddPCR)
patients with metastatic melanoma			
			
			
			
			

Dawson et al (34)

Analysis of circulating tumor DNA to monitor Breast cancer Microfluidic digital PCR Circulating tumor DNA is an informative, inherently specific,
metastatic breast cancer		
assay
and highly sensitive biomarker of metastatic breast cancer

Non-invasive analysis of acquired resistance to Breast cancer Exome sequencing
cancer therapy by sequencing of plasma DNA			
			
			

Pisanic et al (33)

The uses of semi-limiting dilution and precise melt curve
analysis allow to distinguish and enumerate individual copies
of epiallelic species at single-CpG-site resolution, providing
facile and inexpensive ultrasensitive assessment of locusspecific epigenetic heterogeneity directly from liquid
biopsies of patients with non-small-cell lung cancer

Gray et al (38)

2015

Mastoraki et al (37) 2018

Yanagawa et al (36) 2017

Murtaza et al (35) 2013

2013

2015

2015

DREAMing: A simple and ultrasensitive
Lung cancer DREAMing
method for assessing intratumor epigenetic		
(Discrimination of Rare
heterogeneity directly from liquid biopsies		
EpiAlleles by Melt) qPCR
			
			
			

Year

Szpechcinski
et al (32)

Authors/(Refs.)

Significantly higher plasma cfDNA levels was found in
patients with non-small-cell lung cancer than in subjects with
chronic respiratory inflammation and healthy individuals

Major results

Cell-free DNA levels in plasma of patients with Lung cancer Real-time PCR
non-small-cell lung cancer and inflammatory			
lung disease			

Assay

Fujiwara et al (31) 2005

Tumor type

Identification of epigenetic aberrant promoter
Lung cancer Methylation-specific PCR Identification of promoter methylation of tumor suppressor
methylation in serum DNA is useful for early			
genes in serum DNA may be useful for the early detection of
detection of lung cancer			
lung cancer

Title of the study

Table I. Continued.
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Tumor type

Assay

Major results

Ovarian
Droplet digital PCR
cancer		

Genome wide profiling of copy number aberrations and point
mutations in the plasma of the cancer patients was found

The methylation status of circulating DNA in hepatocellular
cancer (HCC) may serve as a potential biomarker.
BeadChip is useful tool for whole-genome serum DNA
methylation screening in HCC

Methylation profiling of serum DNA from
Hepatocellular Methylation, BeadChip,
hepatocellular carcinoma patients using an
carcinoma
Hot-start PCR,
Infinium Human Methylation 450 BeadChip		
Pyrosequencing
			

Real-time methylation
RASSF1A promoter methylation provides significant
specific PCR (real-time prognostic information in HGSC patients
MSP) and a methylationsensitive high-resolution
melting analysis
(MS-HRMA)

Cancer genome scanning in plasma: Detection Hepatocellular Shotgun massively
of tumor-associated copy number aberrations,
carcinoma
parallel sequencing
single-nucleotide variants, and tumor 		
(MPS)
heterogeneity by massively parallel sequencing

RASSF1A promoter methylation in high-grade
Ovarian
serous ovarian cancer: A direct comparison study
cancer
in primary tumors, adjacent morphologically		
tumor cell-free tissues and paired circulating		
tumor DNA		
		

The pre-operative serum cfDNA level of RAB25 may be a
useful biomarker predicting survival outcomes in
patients with advanced ovarian cancer

Cell-free DNA level as a prognostic biomarker
Ovarian
Quantitative (real-time)
for epithelial ovarian cancer
cancer
PCR
			

TAm-Seq is a flexible and cost-effective platform for
applications in non-invasive cancer genomics and diagnostics.
This method can be used for high-throughput sequencing of
plasma samples to identify and monitor levels of multiple
cancer mutations in circulating DNA

The use of personalized ctDNA biomarkers in gynecologic
cancers can identify the presence of the residual tumor

Bidirectional
Bi-PAP assays detect and quantify ctDNA in patients with
pyrophosphorolysismetastatic uveal melanoma
activated polymerization
(bi-PAP) real-time PCR

Non‑invasive identification and monitoring of
Ovarian
Tagged-amplicon deep
cancer mutations by targeted deep sequencing
cancer
sequencing (TAm-Seq)
of plasma DNA			
			
			

Personalized circulating tumor DNA
biomarkers dynamically predict treatmen
response and survival in gynecologic cancers

Pyrophosphorolysis-activated polymerization
Melanoma
detects circulating tumor DNA in metastatic		
uveal melanoma		
		

Quantitative assessment of BRAF V600
Melanoma Allele-specific
An increase of the BRAF V600mut ctDNA copy number and
mutant circulating cell-free tumor DNA as a		
quantitative PCR (qPCR) fraction, identified disease progression with high sensitivity
tool for therapeutic monitoring in metastatic			
and specificity
melanoma patients treated with BRAF/MEK
inhibitors

Title of the study

Table I. Continued.
Year

2015

2012

Zhang et al (46)

Chan et al (45)

Giannopoulou
et al (44)

No et al (43)

2013

2013

2017

2012

Forshew et al (42) 2012

Pereira et al (41)

Madic et al (40)

Schreuer et al (39) 2016

Authors/(Refs.)
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The DNAs from matched tumor and adjacent liver tissues or
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were sequenced
to identify the origin of circulating mutants. ctDNA could be
readily detected in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma by
targeting hotspot mutations using ddPCR and might reflect
intratumoral heterogeneity
Shotgun DNA sequencing of plasma ctDNA is a potentially
powerful tool for cancer detection, monitoring, and for
studying tumor heterogeneity
A large randomized phase II trial, based on liquid biopsies in
a patient population representative of clinical practice,
demonstrated the impact of common genomic alterations
on patient response to the most widely used therapies for
advanced prostate cancer
The study suggests that ccfDNA integrity can be a useful
biomarker to monitor prostate cancer progression, as the
longer fragments are released of non-apoptotic cell death (for
example necrosis) that is a frequent event in solid tumors
The study evaluates the circulating androgen receptor (AR)
gene copy number (CN) control and prostate cancer serum
samples. Poor prognosis in castration-resistant prostate
cancer (CRPC) was predicted

Tumor-associated copy number changes in the
Prostate
Plasma-Seq
circulation of patients with prostate cancer
cancer		
identified through whole-genome sequencing			

Circulating tumor DNA genomics correlate with
Prostate
Whole-exome and deep
resistance to Abiraterone and Enzalutamide in
cancer
targeted gene sequencing
prostate cancer			
			
			

Characterization of cell-free circulating DNA
Prostate
Quantitative (real-time)
in plasma in patients with prostate cancer
cancer
PCR
			
			

Prognostic and therapeutic implications of
Prostate
Droplet digital PCR
circulating androgen receptor gene copy
cancer		
number in prostate cancer patients using			
droplet digital polymerase chain reaction			

Major results

Detecting circulating tumor DNA in
Hepatocellular Droplet digital PCR
hepatocellular carcinoma patients using
carcinoma		
droplet digital PCR is feasible and reflects			
intratumoral heterogeneity			
			
			

Assay
Combination of circulating DNA and allelic imbalance at
microsatellite D8S258 may predict the prognosis of patients
with hepatocellular carcinoma

Tumor type

The prognostic value of circulating plasma DNA Hepatocellular Quantitative (real-time)
level and its allelic imbalance on chromosome 8p carcinoma
PCR
in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma			

Title of the study

Table I. Continued.

2018

2013

2016

2006

Year

Buelens et al (52) 2017

Delgado et al (51) 2013

Annala et al (50)

Heitzer et al (49)

Huang et al (48)

Ren et al (47)

Authors/(Refs.)
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Plasma miR-29a and miR-92a levels have significant
diagnostic impact for advanced colorectal cancer

Plasma microRNAs are promising novel
Colon cancer RT-qPCR (miR-29a and
biomarkers for early detection of colorectal		
miR-92a)		
cancer

The serum exosomal levels of seven miRNAs were
significantly higher in patients with primary colorectal cancer,
even considering early stage disease, and were significantly
downregulated after surgical resection of the tumors

2017

2015

2014

2016

Huang et al (58) 2010

Krawczyk
et al (57)

Ogata-Kawata
et al (60)

A significant elevated expression of miR-506 and miR-4316
in patients with early-stage colorectal cancer is proposed as
a diagnostic marker

Evaluation of miR-506 and miR-4316 expression Colon cancer Eco real-time
in early and non-invasive diagnosis of colorectal		
RT‑PCR (miR-506,
cancer		
miR-4316)		

Lv et al (56)

Circulating exosomal microRNAs as
Colon cancer miRNA microarray
biomarkers of colon cancer		
analysis and RT-qPCR
		
(let-7a, miR-1229,
		
miR-1246, miR-150,
		
miR-21, miR-223 and
		miR-23a)

High serum miR-155 levels in patients with colorectal cancer
has a significant impact on overall survival and progressionfree survival. The detection of miR-155 levels in the serum
may be considered a novel tumor biomarker for the diagnosis
and assessment of the prognosis of colorectal cancer

Investigation of microRNA-155 as a serum
Colon cancer RT-qPCR (miR-155)
diagnostic and prognostic biomarker for				
colorectal cancer				
				
				

2013

2010

Year

Cheng et al (55) 2011

Liu et al (59)

Plasma miR-141 is a biomarker that complements
carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) in detecting colon cancer
with distant metastasis. Furthermore, high levels of miR-141
in plasma are associated with a poor prognosis of colorectal
cancer

Circulating plasma miR-141 is a novel
Colon cancer RT-qPCR (miR-141)
biomarker for metastatic colon cancer and				
predicts poor prognosis				
				
				

Liu et al (54)

Pu et al (53)

Authors/(Refs.)

Serum exosomal miR-4772-3p is a predictor of Colon cancer RNA sequencing and
Reduced expression of serum exosomal miR-4772-3p is a
tumor recurrence in stage II and III colon		
RT-qPCR (miR-4772-3p) prognostic biomarker for tumor recurrence in patients with
cancer				
stage II and stage III colon cancer

Serum levels of miR-21 and miR-92a have potential impact
for early detection of colorectal cancer. Furthermore,
miR-92a is a prognostic parameter in patients with colorectal
cancer

Major results

Serum miR-21 and miR-92a as biomarkers in
Colon cancer RT-qPCR (miR-21 and
the diagnosis and prognosis of colorectal cancer		
miR-92a)		
				
				

Assay and target miRNAs
Plasma level of miR-221 is a potential biomarker for CRC.
Furthermore, the elevated plasma miR-221 level is a significant
prognostic factor for poor overall survival of patients with
colorectal cancer

Tumor type

Circulating miR-221 directly amplified from
Colon cancer RT-qPCR (miR-221)
plasma is a potential diagnostic and prognostic				
marker of colorectal cancer and is correlated				
with p53 expression				

Title of the study

Table II. Selected examples of liquid biopsy based on the analysis of circulating microRNAs (miRNAs or miRs).
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Tumor type

Assay and target miRNAs

MiRseq sequencing
followed by (RT-qPCR)
validation (miR-19a-3p,
miR-223-3p, miR-92a-3p,
and miR-422a)

A panel of serum miRNAs was found altered by more than
5-fold between longer-survival and shorter-survival groups
of lung cancer patients. The levels of four miRNAs (i.e.,
miR-486, miR-30d, miR-1 and miR-499) were significantly
associated with overall survival

In the sputum samples of lung adenocarcinoma patients, four
miRNAs (miR-21, miR-486, miR-375 and miR-200b) were
found able to distinguish patients with lung adenocarcinoma
from normal subjects

Serum microRNA signatures identified in a
Lung cancer Solexa sequencing and
genome-wide serum microRNA expression		
RT-qPCR (miR-486,
profiling predict survival of non-small-cell lung		
miR-1, miR-30d and
cancer		
miR-499)		
				

Early detection of lung adenocarcinoma in
Lung cancer RT-qPCR (miR-21,
sputum by a panel of microRNA markers		
miR-486, miR-375 and
		
miR-200b)		
				

Combined quantification of miR-31 and miR-210 copy
number by using digital PCR in sputum was demonstrated
useful for lung cancer diagnosis

Five microRNAs (miR-20a, miR-145, miR-21, miR-223 and
miR-221) were proposed as potential biomarkers for
early-stage NSCLC

Digital PCR and
RT-qPCR (miR-31 and
miR-210)		

Plasma miR-375 levels in patients with NSCLC were
significantly decreased. In addition, patients with metastatic
NSCLC had a lower plasma miR-375 expression than those
with non-metastatic NSCLC, and had worse overall survival
rates

The expression of let-7c and miR-152 in plasma was found
to be downregulated patients in patients with non-small cell
lung cancer (NSCLC) and to be associated with the
clinicopathological characteristics, such as histological
classifications, differentiation status, lymph node metastasis
and stage classifications

A panel of four miRNA (miR-19a-3p, miR-223-3p,
miR-92a-3p and miR-422a) with a high diagnostic accuracy
of colorectal adenocarcinoma was identified. This miRNA
panel could differentiate stage I/II colorectal adenocarcinoma
from the controls

In the study, a panel of miRNAs were found to be upregulated
both in plasma and tissue samples of patients with colorectal
cancer

Major results

RT-qPCR (miR-20a,
miR-145, miR-21,
miR-223 and miR-221)

Five microRNAs in plasma as novel biomarkers Lung cancer
for screening of early-stage non-small cell lung		
cancer		

Digital PCR quantification of miRNAs in
Lung cancer
sputum for diagnosis of lung cancer		
		

Decreased circulating miR-375: A potential
Lung cancer RT-qPCR (miR-375)
biomarker for patients with non-small-cell lung				
cancer				
				
				

Decreased plasma let-7c and miR-152 as
Lung cancer RT-qPCR (let-7c and
non‑invasive biomarker for non-small-cell lung		
miR-152)		
cancer				
				
				
				

Serum microRNA panel as biomarkers for early Colon cancer
diagnosis of colorectal adenocarcinoma		
		
		
		

Differential expression of microRNAs in plasma Colon cancer RT-qPCR array
of patients with colorectal cancer: A potential		
(miR 17-3p, miR-135b,
marker for colorectal cancer screening		
miR-92 and miR-222)

Title of the study

Table II. Continued.

Yu et al (68)

Hu et al (67)

Geng et al (66)

Li et al (65)

Yu et al (64)

Dou et al (63)

Zheng et al (62)

Ng et al (61)

Authors/(Refs.)

2010

2010

2014

2014

2014

2015

2014

2009

Year
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Tumor type

qPCR-based TaqMan
microRNA arrays
(miR-126, miR-145,
miR-210, and
miR-205-5p)

miRNA microarray and
RT-qPCR (miR-21)

Assay and target miRNAs

miRNA microarray
profiling and RT-qPCR
(miR-16, miR-107,
miR-130a and miR-146a)

A serum microRNA signature predicts tumor
Breast cancer
relapse and survival in triple-negative breast		
cancer patients		
		
		

Genome-wide serum
miRNA expression and
RT-qPCR analyses
(miR-18b, miR-103,
miR-107, and miR-652)

Diagnostic and prognostic microRNAs in the
Breast cancer Droplet digital PCR
serum of breast cancer patients measured by		
(miR-148b-3p,
droplet digital PCR		
miR-652-3p and
		
miR-10b-5p)
				

Aberrant plasma levels of circulating miR-16, Breast cancer
miR-107, miR-130a and miR-146a are		
associated with lymph node metastasis and		
receptor status of breast cancer patients		

Circulating microRNAs as novel minimally
Breast cancer RT-qPCR (miR-195 and
invasive biomarkers for breast cancer		
Let-7a)		
				
				
				

Circulating microRNAs in breast cancer and
Breast cancer RT-qPCR (miR-155)
healthy subjects				
				

Direct serum assay for microRNA-21
Breast cancer RT-qPCR (miR-21)
concentrations in early and advanced breast				
cancer				
				

A plasma miRNA signature for lung cancer
Lung cancer
early detection		
		
		
		

High expression of serum miR-21 and tumor
Lung cancer
miR-200c associated with poor prognosis in		
patients with lung cancer

Title of the study

Table II. Continued.

The study identified a four-miRNA signature (miR-18b,
miR-103, miR-107 and miR-652) that predicted tumor
relapse and overall survival for patients with triple-negative
breast cancer

The serum levels of miR-148b-3p and miR-652-3p were
significantly lower in the serum of breast cancer patients
compared with the controls. In addition, higher serum levels
of miR-10b-5p were associated with clinicobiological
markers of a poor prognosis

Differential concentrations of plasma miR-16, miR-107,
miR-130a and miR-146a in different breast cancer subtypes
were found, suggesting a potential role of these miRNAs
in breast cancer biology and tumor progression

Cancer-specific miRNAs were detected and found to be
significantly altered in the circulation of patients with breast
cancer. Circulating levels of miR-195 and let-7a decreased in
cancer patients post-operatively, to levels comparable with
those of the control subjects

Women with progesterone receptor-positive tumors had higher
circulating miR-155 levels than tumors that were negative for
these receptors

High circulating miR-21 concentrations were significantly.
associated with visceral metastasis in a multivariate analysis
of breast cancer patients that included standard
clinicopathological prognostic factors

A panel of 30 miRNAs displayed a significant differential
expression level in the plasma of patients with lung cancer
with respect to the cancer-free controls. A selected plasma
miRNA signature (miR-126, 145, 210 and 205-5p) was
proposed for lung cancer detection

Serum miR-21 was proposed as a biomarker for the diagnosis
of NSCLC

Major results

Kleivi Sahlberg
et al (76)

Mangolini
et al (75)

Stückrath
et al (74)

Heneghan
et al (73)

Zhu et al (72)

Asaga et al (71)

Leng et al (70)

Liu et al (69)

Authors/(Refs.)

2015

2015

2015

2010

2009

2011

2017

2012

Year
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Tumor type

Assay and target miRNAs

Comparison of a healthy miRNome with
Melanoma miRNome and custom
melanoma patient miRNomes: Are microRNAs		
qPCR array (miR-3201
suitable serum biomarkers for cancer?		
and miR-122-5p)
Serum-based miRNAs in the prediction and
Melanoma miRNA microarray and
detection of recurrence in melanoma patients		
RT-qPCR (miR-15b,
		
miR-150, miR-30d and
		miR-425)
A direct plasma assay of circulating
Melanoma RT-qPCR		
microRNA-210 of hypoxia can identify early		
directly-in-plasma assay
systemic metastasis recurrence in melanoma		
(RT-qPCR-DP)
patients		(miR-210)
The prognostic and predictive value of
Melanoma TaqMan assays and
melanoma-related microRNAs using tissue and		
Fluidigm Real-time PCR
serum: A microRNA expression analysis		
(miR-16, miR-211,
		
miR-4487, miR-4706,
		
miR-4731, miR-509-3p
		
and miR-509-5p)
Serum microRNAs as biomarkers for recurrence Melanoma RT-qPCR (miR-150,
in melanoma		
miR-15b, miR-199a-5p,
		
miR-33a and miR-424)
The circulating microRNA-221 level in patients Melanoma RT-qPCR (miR-221)
with malignant melanoma as a new tumor marker				
				
				
				
Identification of plasma microRNAs as new
Melanoma RT-qPCR (miR-149-3p,
potential biomarkers with high diagnostic		
miR-150-5p and
power in human cutaneous melanoma		
miR-193a-3p)
				
A combination of circulating miRNAs for the
Ovarian
NGS miRNA sequencing
early detection of ovarian cancer
cancer
followed by validation
		
with RT-qPCR (let-7d-5p,
		
miR-142-3p, miR-200a-3p,
		miR-26a-5p, miR-374a-5p,
		
miR-766-3p, miR-130b-3p
		
and miR-328-3p)

Title of the study

Table II. Continued.

Friedman et al (81) 2012
Kanemaru et al (82) 2011

A signature of five miRNAs successfully classified melanoma
patients into high and low recurrence risk groups
Patients with malignant melanoma had significantly higher
miR-221 levels than the healthy controls. Furthermore, the
miR-221 levels were significantly increased in patients
with stage I-IV disease compared to those with melanoma
in situ, and were associated with tumor thickness
Diagnostic impact of miRNAs was improved when
considering the combination of miR-149-3p, miR-150-5p,
and miR-193a-3p, discriminating between patients with
melanoma and healthy controls
A novel predictive model was proposed based on a
combination of 8 circulating serum miRNAs. This method
was able to successfully distinguish patients with early-stage
ovarian cancer from the healthy controls and those with
benign tumors

2017

2017

Fogli et al (83)

Yokoi et al (84)

2015

Stark et al (80)

In a minimally-invasive blood test, a seven-miRNA panel
(MELmiR-7) detected the presence of melanoma with high
sensitivity and specificity

2015

2015

Fleming et al (78)

Ono et al (79)

2015

Year

Margue et al (77)

Authors/(Refs.)

A RT-qPCR-DP performed to detect cf-miR-210 demonstrated
that cf-miR-210 expression was significantly higher in patients
with metastatic melanoma versus the healthy donor controls

Results indicate a characteristic signatures with excellent
prognostic scores only in patients with late-stage but not
early-stage melanoma
The results of the study demonstrate that a panel of four serum
miRNAs can improve melanoma patient stratification over
stage

Major results
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Tumor type

Assay and target miRNAs

Circulating miRNA landscape identifies
Ovarian
miRNA microarray and
miR-1246 as promising diagnostic biomarker
cancer
droplet digital PCR
in high-grade serous ovarian carcinoma: A		
(miR-1246, miR-595 and
validation across two independent cohorts		
miR-2278)
Expression of serum miR-200a, miR-200b, and
Ovarian
RT-qPCR (miR-200a and
miR-200c as candidate biomarkers in epithelial
cancer
miR-200b, miR-200c)
ovarian cancer and their association with				
clinicopathological features				
Serum microRNA-145 as a novel biomarker in
Ovarian
RT-qPCR (miR-145)
human ovarian cancer
cancer			
MicroRNA-200c and microRNA-141 as
Ovarian
RT-qPCR (miR-200c and
potential diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers
cancer
miR-141)		
for ovarian cancer				
				
Urinary microRNA-30a-5p is a potential
Ovarian
miRNA microarray and
biomarker for ovarian serous adenocarcinoma
cancer
RT-qPCR (miR-30a-5p)
				
				
Combining serum microRNA and CA-125 as
Ovarian
RT-qPCR (miR-375,
prognostic indicators of preoperative surgical
cancer
miR-34a-5p and
outcome in women with high-grade serous		
miR-210)		
ovarian cancer				
				
Serum microRNA characterization identifies
Hepatocellular qPCR-based TaqMan
miR-885-5p as a potential marker for detecting carcinoma
microRNA arrays
liver pathologies		
(miR-885-5p)
MicroRNA-500 as a potential diagnostic marker Hepatocellular RT-qPCR (miR-500)
for hepatocellular carcinoma
carcinoma			
				
				
Circulating microRNAs, miR-21, miR-122, and Hepatocellular RT-qPCR (miR-21,
miR-223, in patients with hepatocellular
carcinoma
miR-122 and miR-223)
carcinoma or chronic hepatitis				
				
				

Title of the study

Table II. Continued.

An increased amount of miR-500 was found in the sera of
patients with hepatocellular carcinoma. In fact, miR-500
levels in the sera of patients with hepatocellular carcinoma
returned to normal following surgical treatment
Results indicated that serum miR-21, miR-122 and miR-223
were elevated in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma or
chronic hepatitis and these miRNAs have strong potential to
serve as novel biomarkers for liver injury, but not specifically
for hepatocellular carcinoma

2015

Liang et al (87)

2011

Xu et al (93)

2011

Gui et al (91)

2009

2018

Shah et al (90)

Yamamoto
et al (92)

2015

Zhou et al (89)

Gao and Wu (88) 2015

2015

Zuberi et al (86)

The expression levels of miR-200a and miR-200c were found
to be significantly associated with disease progression, while
miR-200a overexpression was found be associated with tumor
histology and the stage of epithelial ovarian cancer
Serum miR-145 levels could discriminate patients with
malignant ovarian cancer from the healthy controls
The results of the study suggested that serum miR-200c and
miR-141 were able to discriminate patients with ovarian cancer
from healthy controls. In addition, miR-200c and miR-141 may
be predictive biomarkers for the prognosis of ovarian cancer
Results indicated an increase in miR-30a-5p levels in the
urine of patients with ovarian serous adenocarcinoma.
In parallel, the inhibition of miR-30a-5p suppressed the
malignant phenotypes of ovarian cancer in vitro
The combination of serum miR-375, miR-210 and CA-125
can discriminate healthy versus patients with high-grade
serous ovarian cancer. The combination of miR-34a-5p
and CA-125 was the strongest predictor of completeness of
surgical resection
miR-885-5p is significantly elevated in the sera of patients
with liver pathologies, including hepatocellular carcinoma

2017

Year

Todeschini
et al (85)

Authors/(Refs.)

This study allowed the identification of circulating miRNAs
with diagnostic relevance for high-grade serous ovarian
carcinoma (HGSOC)

Major results
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Tumor type

Assay and target miRNAs

Circulating miRNAs 21 and 221 as biomarkers
Prostate
RT-qPCR (miR-21 and
for early diagnosis of prostate cancer
cancer
miR-221)		
				

RT-qPCR microRNA
array cards and RT-qPCR
(miR-200 family and
miR-17 family)

Circulating microRNAs are associated with
Prostate
docetaxel chemotherapy outcome in castrationcancer
resistant prostate cancer		
		

The study showed that serum miR-21 and miR-221 levels
may be used as specific non-invasive molecular biomarkers
for prostate cancer diagnosis

The study has identified selected circulating miRNAs, notably
those of the miR-200 and miR-17 families, associated with
PSA response and/or overall survival in patients with
castration-resistant prostate cancer

miRNA microarray and miR-200b and miR-375 levels are increased in the serum of
RT-qPCR (miR-200b and patients with metastatic prostate cancer compared with
miR-375)		
patients with localized disease

Combinations of let-7c, miR-30c, miR-141, miR-375 and
PSA obtained even better discrimination and could be more
useful that prostate-specific antigen (PSA) alone as
non-invasive diagnostic biomarkers for the screening
of prostate cancer

Combinations of serum prostate-specific
Prostate
Quantitative PCR (let-7c,
antigen and plasma expression levels of let-7c,
cancer
miR-30c, miR-141 and
miR-30c, miR-141, and miR-375 as potential		
miR-375)		
better diagnostic biomarkers for prostate cancer				
				

Changes in circulating microRNA levels
Prostate
associated with prostate cancer
cancer
		

2018

Kotb et al (100)

Lin et al (99)

Bryant et al (98)

2014

2014

2012

Kachakova et al (97) 2015

Moshiri et al (96)

Circulating miR-101-3p, miR-106b-3p and miR-1246, either
individually or in combination, exhibit a considerable
potential value as diagnostic biomarkers of hepatocellular
carcinoma

2011

Year

Circulating miR-106b-3p, miR-101-3p and
Hepatocellular RNAseq and droplet
miR-1246 as diagnostic biomarkers of
carcinoma
digital PCR (ddPCR)
hepatocellular carcinoma		
(miR-106b-3p,
		
miR-101-3p and
		miR-1246)

Zhou et al (94)

Authors/(Refs.)

2010

A microRNA panel that provides a high diagnostic accuracy
of hepatocellular carcinoma was described

Major results

Serum microRNA profiles serve as novel
Hepatocellular NGS microRNA		 The study demonstrates that serum miRNA profiles can serve Li et al (95)
biomarkers for HBV infection and diagnosis of carcinoma
sequencing followed by as non-invasive biomarkers for hepatitis B virus (HBV)
HBV-positive hepatocarcinoma		
validation with TaqMan infection and HBV-positive hepatocellular carcinoma
		
probe-based RT-qPCR
diagnosis
		
(miR-23b, miR-423,
		
miR-375, miR-23a and
		miR-342-3p)

Plasma microRNA panel to diagnose hepatitis B Hepatocellular miRNA microarray
virus-related hepatocellular carcinoma
carcinoma
analysis and RT-qPCR
		
(miR-122, miR-192,
		
miR-21, miR-223,
		
miR-26a, miR-27a and
		miR-801)

Title of the study

Table II. Continued.
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The study demonstrates that a novel previously unreported
circulating miRNA signature consisting of a combination of
interacting miRNAs (miR-17/miR-192) and an independent
miRNA (miR-181a) are capable of differentiating between
aggressive and non-aggressive prostate cancer
let-7c, let-7e, let-7i, miR-26a-5p, miR-26b-5p, miR-18b-5p
and miR-25-3p were able to discriminate between patients
with prostate cancer from those harboring benign prostatic
hyperplasia, both presenting altered PSA levels

A study on circulating microRNAs identifies a
Prostate
RT-qPCR (miR-17,
new potential biomarker panel to distinguish
cancer
miR-192 and
aggressive prostate cancer		
miR-181a)		
				
				

Different levels of serum microRNAs in prostate
Prostate
RT-qPCR (let-7c, let-7e,
cancer and benign prostatic hyperplasia:
cancer
let-7i, miR-26a-5p,
Evaluation of potential diagnostic and		
miR-26b-5p,
prognostic role		
miR-18b-5p and
		miR-25-3p)

miRNA microarray and Altered content of miR-103, miR-125b and miR-222 in the
RT-qPCR (miR-103,
serum of patients with prostate cancer was found to be
miR-125b and miR-222) associated with the outcome of clinical treatment

Major results

Serum microRNA expression patterns that
Prostate
predict early treatment failure in prostate
cancer
cancer patients		

Assay and target miRNAs
RT-qPCR microRNA
miR-205 and miR-214 levels are downregulated in prostate
array cards and RT-qPCR cancer and may serve as a potential non-invasive molecular
(miR-205 and miR-214) biomarker for prostate cancer

Tumor type

MicroRNA profiling in prostate cancer - the
Prostate
diagnostic potential of urinary miR-205 and
cancer
miR-214		

Title of the study

Table II. Continued.

2018

2014

2013

Year

Cochetti et al (104) 2016

Farran et al (103)

Singh et al (102)

Srivastava
et al (101)

Authors/(Refs.)
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mainly mutations. The topic is extensive, and is the subject of
a number of excellent reviews. Therefore, in this review, we
focus on very specific examples, particularly in early-stage
tumors. KRAS mutations are a case in point, since they serve
as an actionable marker for EGFR blockade therapy, are
highly prevalent, and have been thoroughly investigated. For
instance, Brychta et al compared plasma and paired tumor
samples from early-stage pancreatic cancer patients (105)
by chip-based digital PCR. Their major aim was to identify
selected KRAS codon 12 mutations (G12D, G12V and G12C)
in circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA). Remarkably, circulating
KRAS mutations were demonstrated in 72% of the patients,
were associated with tumor burden, and were undetectable
in the healthy controls. This study supports the use of liquid
biopsy for early cancer diagnosis. Other studies focusing on
KRAS mutations in ctDNA were reported by Kinusaga et al
(pancreatic cancer) (106), Couraud et al (lung cancer) (107),
Perez-Carbonell et al (CRC) (108) and Case et al (lymphoblastic leukemia) (109). Table I summarizes the applicative
examples of liquid biopsy for the identification of oncogene
mutations, including the detection of EGFR mutations in the
blood of lung cancer patients, now approved by regulatory
bodies. These assays are of outmost interest and exemplify
the profound difference between non-invasive liquid biopsy
and invasive tumor tissue biopsy. Tissue biopsy may not
reflect the genomic profile of the tumor in its entirety due to
intra-tumor heterogeneity, multiple foci poorly accessible to
sampling, and/or changes occurring during tumor development and/or therapy. On the contrary, the non-invasive liquid
biopsy of plasma, urine or saliva samples may more effectively recapitulate the mutational complexity of the many
populations (cryptic and clinically evident) accounting for
tumor burden in a given patient. This makes liquid biopsy
particularly suitable to identify truncal aberrations that,
when targeted, may result in a considerably greater systemic
clinical benefit, as compared to targeting site-specific aberrations (Lin et al, 2015) (110).
Molecular targets: Gene methylation. A variation on the
theme is to look at non-mutational events marking the cancer
genome. Particularly relevant in this context is DNA methylation. It has been known for quite some time that tumor
progression is associated with the abnormal methylation of
cancer genes. Both hypomethylation and hypermethylation
have been reported. Most often, the specific DNA hypermethylation of tumor suppressor genes is observed in the context
of widespread DNA hypomethylation. Since aberrant DNA
methylation at specific promoter regions is a defined molecular
feature of cancer, ctDNA methylation has been developed into
a very promising molecular marker. DNA methylation is to
date one of the preferred consensus circulating biomarkers in
pre-symptomatic and symptomatic patients with CRC. This
has been discussed by Warton et al (111) and by Mitchell
et al (112), who have considered methylation-specific PCR
assays as a novel approach for the assessment of low levels
of DNA methylation in 29 regions of 17 genes. Eight differentially-methylated regions (DMRs) residing in the BCAT1,
GRASP, IKZF1 and IRF4 genes, exhibited low positivity in
the plasma of healthy subjects and high positivity (>59%) in
ctDNA from colonoscopy-confirmed patients with CRC.

Molecular targets: Circulating microRNAs. MicroRNAs
(miRNAs or miRs) are a family of small (19 to 25 nucleotides
in length) non-coding RNAs which play important roles in
controlling post-transcriptional gene expression. Regulatory
miRNAs reduce protein synthesis through selective interactions with complementary sequences of target messenger
RNAs (mRNAs) (113,114). Single or multiple mRNAs can
be targeted at their 3'untranslated region (UTR), coding
sequence (CDS), 5'UTR sequences, and it is calculated that
>60% of human mRNAs are miRNA targets (114). The
miRNA/mRNA interaction occurs at the level of RNA-induced
silencing complex (RISC) and is associated with the repression
of translation or mRNA degradation, depending on the levels
of complementarity with nucleotide sequences on the target
mRNAs (115-118). Since their discovery and first characterization, the number of human miRNAs identified and deposited
in the miRBase databases (miRBase v.22, www.mirbase.org)
has been steadily increasing and is now >2,500 (119,120).
Research on miRNAs has confirmed the complexity of this
expanding miRNA/RNA network (117-122).
Alterations in miRNA expression have been associated
with different human diseases. The guided alteration of
specific miRNAs may potentially lead to innovative therapeutic protocols (123,124). miRNAs function both as tumor
promoters (oncomiRNAs and metastamiRNAs) and tumor
suppressors (125,126), depending on their regulatory preference for oncoproteins with opposing influences on cancer
cells. Based on this, it is unsurprising that circulating cell-free
miRNAs have been actively investigated as liquid biopsy
analytes. OncomiRNAs are abundant in several extracellular
body fluids (127-132), where they are protected and stabilized
by exosome-like structures and small intraluminal vesicles
produced by a variety of cells (including cancer cells) (127).
Hence, elevated levels of several miRNAs (including miR-221,
miR-222, miR-141, miR-92a, miR-21, miR-155, miR-506 and
miR4316, miR-4772 and miR-29a) are present in the blood
from patients with CRC (53-62,133,134) and may contribute
to the diagnosis and prognosis of patients with CRC (134).
Furthermore, miRNAs may aid in the monitoring of therapeutic
approaches. For instance, Ogata-Kawata et al reported that
serum exosomal miRNA levels (let-7a, miR-1229, miR-1246,
miR-150, miR-21, miR-223 and miR-23a) were higher in
patients with CRC than in the controls, that this abnormally
high levels were already detectable at early disease stages, and
that they were significantly downregulated following surgical
resection (60).
3. Technologies
In order to identify specific DNA mutations and quantify
miRNA levels in plasma and other body fluids of cancer
patients, several types of technologies for DNA/RNA
analysis have been proposed. For cfDNA analysis, the
golden standards are possibly quantitative PCR (qPCR) and
digital PCR; however, several additional technologies have
been proposed (Table I), such as polymerase chain reactionsingle strand conformation polymorphism (PCR-SSCP)
analysis (27), multiplex digital PCR (dPCR), allele-specific
qPCR (18,39), whole genome sequencing (WGS) (28), cancer
personalized profiling deep sequencing (Capp-Seq) (30),
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methylation-specific PCR (31,37,44), the Discrimination of
Rare EpiAlleles by Melt qPCR (DREAMing) (33), bidirectional pyrophosphorolysis-activated polymerization (bi-PAP)
real-time PCR (40) and tagged-amplicon deep sequencing
(TAm-Seq) (42). For miRNA analysis, qPCR and reverse
transcription (RT)‑PCR (53-58), NGS RNA sequencing (63),
miRNA microarray analysis (60) and digital PCR (65) are the
most commonly used technologies (Table II).
A common step, and under many respects a complication
of all the above-mentioned technologies, is the need to amplify
the minute amounts of target analytes by an enzymatic reaction
with DNA modifying enzymes, most often Taq polymerase
and its derivatives. Biosensing platforms hold great promise
for the simple and rapid detection of cfDNA and cfRNA (135),
since they skip this time-consuming, analyte-dependent, PCR
amplification step. Novel PCR-free biosensing approaches
are able to detect KRAS and BRAF mutations in the serum of
patients with lung cancer and melanoma (136).
Digital PCR (137) is based on the limiting dilution of DNA,
and single molecule detection to identify and quantify the target
mutated DNA in a given sample (138,139). This experimental
approach is very useful for the identification of rare variants
and in non-invasive diagnosis on peripheral blood, since only
a small concentration of template is required for the analysis.
Next generation sequencing (NGS) is a high throughput DNA
sequencing technology which allows for the analysis, in a
single reaction, a large variety of different DNA aberrations
across multigene panels (140,141), although comprehensiveness may somewhat detract from sensitivity. Different
commercial NGS platforms are available, such as Genome
Analyzer and HiSeq 2000 (Illumina), HeliScope (Helicos
BioSciences), SOLiD and Ion Torrent (Life Technologies),
Roche/454 (Roche). In these instruments, templates, primers
or polymerase enzymes are immobilized on a solid support
or on microbeads before sequencing, allowing the process
of millions of microreactions carried out in parallel on each
spatially distinct template.
However, as already pointed out, several challenges are
related to liquid biopsy, the most important of which is the
amount of target molecules to be detected and quantified. As
far as cfDNA detection is concerned, these target molecules are
so diluted by normal DNA that existing sequencing methods,
such as Sanger sequencing, were not considered sufficiently
sensitive to detect tumor-associated DNA mutation. As shown
in Table I, the most commonly used approach was based on
mutation-specific PCR, a technology proven to exhibit sufficient specificity and sensitivity allowing for the detection
of the weak tumor signal present in the patient's circulation.
This technology may be associated with important drawbacks
when the quantification of miRNAs is considered, suffering
from biases in the template-to-product ratios of the amplified
target sequences (141). In addition, differential RT efficiency
on different miRNA targets may also introduce variability
when miRNA patterning is considered. Once again, PCR-free
detection strategies are of great interest (142,143).
4. Experimental model systems for technological validation
Liquid biopsy is a complex strategy requiring pre-analytical
steps, post-analytical optimization, and the careful selection
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of optimal analytes for specific biological queries. In vivo
model systems may be very useful in addressing and isolating
these numerous individual variables (that are both technical
and biological), and validate complex multi-step approaches.
It is surprising, in this respect, that only few reports are
available focusing on the use of animal models. For example,
Garcia‑Olmo et al directly compared the tumor ctDNA
concentration and the number of circulating cancer cells in
rats with xenograft tumors during the spread of CRC (144). Of
note, they found that high ctDNA levels preceded the presence
of CTCs. Rago et al (145) developed an elegant and highly
sensitive qPCR test to quantify ctDNA by targeting LINE-1
in mouse xenografts, demonstrating that this experimental
system enables the monitoring of systemic tumor burden and
close examination of the therapeutic management on a variety
of animal tumor models. These studies demonstrate the importance of ctDNA and how it intertwines with CTCs. In a more
recent study, Thierry et al (146) evaluated the relative quantitative contributions of non-tumor, tumor and mutated ctDNA,
as well as ctDNA integrity, in an animal model. In this case,
they found differences between patients with CRC and nude
mice xenografted with human colon cell lines, suggesting that
further research is necessary to validate in vivo model systems
based on mice xenografted with tumor cell lines.
As for miRNAs, different independent studies have firmly
demonstrated that miRNAs released into the circulation
by tumor xenografts are distinct from ‘background’ mouse
miRNAs. This is a key point, since pre-existing miRNAs
present in mouse body fluids may be a powerful confounding
parameter, possibly altering conclusions and implications
of any circulating miRNA signature. In this respect, the use
of laboratory mouse strains has the advantage that it sets a
‘background’ mouse miRNA pattern that is stable and easily
quantifiable. Mitchell et al demonstrated that several miRNAs
originating from xenografted human prostate cancer cells are
present in the circulation (one of the most interesting being
miR-141), and are readily measured in plasma, allowing a clear
distinction between tumor-xenografted mice and controls (147).
Selth et al (148) performed global miRNA profiling and identified a set of miRNAs exhibiting significantly altered serum
levels in transgenic mice bearing prostate adenocarcinoma
tumors. Among the most interesting miRNAs, they focused
their attention on miR-141 and miR-375. Waters et al observed
a complex miRNA dysregulation in the circulation of athymic
nude mice subcutaneously injected with MDA-MB-231
cells. Some miRNAs (such as miR-10b) were undetectable
in the circulation, some others (miR-195 and miR-497) were
significantly decreased, the miR-221 content was not altered,
and a positive correlation was observed between miR-497 and
miR-195. That study highlighted the distinct roles of miRNAs
in the circulation and in disease dissemination and progression, all of which may be candidates as molecular targets for
diagnosis, as well as for systemic therapy (149). More recently,
Greystoke et al developed a robust protocol that allowed for
the specific profiling of human tumor miRNAs in microliters
of tail vein plasma (150). In a recent study, Gasparello et al
presented the analysis of KRAS variants and the content of
miR-141, miR-221 and miR-222 in mice xenografted with
colon cancer cell lines (151). These results support the existence of multiple, finely tuned (non-housekeeping) control
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Figure 2. Study workflow on an in vivo model system to validate liquid biopsy protocols. Three human colorectal cancer cell lines can be selected as proxies
of clinical cancers and cultured in vitro (top left panel) or used to establish tumor xenografts (top right panel). DNA and RNA can be isolated from cells,
supernatants and tumor xenografts. Circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) and microRNAs (miRNAs) can be isolated from blood plasma and droplet digital PCR
(ddPCR), reverse transcription (RT)-ddPCR and RT-quantitative PCR (qPCR) can be performed to detect KRAS mutations and miRNA analysis. Examples of
published studies are reported within the boxes. Blue and orange arrows indicate positive events associated with miR-221 and mutG13D content.

gateways that selectively regulate the release/accumulation
of distinct ctDNA and miRNA species in culture and tumor
xenograft models (Fig. 2).
5. Specific biomedical applications
ctDNA and miRNAs find application in a variety of clinical
cancer settings.

Early diagnosis. Liquid biopsy for early lung cancer detection
has been reviewed by Hofman (152) and by Pérez-Ramírez
et al (153). Coupled with thoracic imaging, liquid biopsy is a
powerful diagnostic tool, and potentially provides surveillance
recommendations for high-risk populations without a detectable nodule. In a study on patients with CRC, Bedin et al (154)
examined a large cohort of patients with CRC in comparison
to healthy subjects and patients with adenomatous lesions. In
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their study, the presence and integrity of plasma cfDNA and
the methylation profile of two gene promoters were evaluated.
The cfDNA concentration and cfDNA integrity were found to
be increased in patients with CRC, and were associated with
a poor prognosis. A lower extent of DNA methylation was
observed in cfDNA as compared to tissue DNA.
With respect to alterations affecting cancer drivers, a high
prevalence was previously described by Allenson et al of mutant
KRAS in circulating exosome-derived DNA from patients
with early-stage pancreatic cancer (155). One very interesting
observation of their study was that exosomes from viable
cancer cells may reflect a different biology than cfDNA shed
from dying tissues, including normal tissues. The information
that the analyzed ctDNA is derived from actively metabolizing
cancer cells with invasive potential, and not from normal cells,
is certainly a crucial issue for early diagnosis. In this respect,
Allenson et al (155) observed that the size of ctDNA differs
depending on whether it is released from necrotic and dying
cells or from live cells. The former is contained in cfDNA, the
latter is included in the exosome-DNA fraction. The conclusion of their study was that exosomes should be considered as
distinct sources of tumor DNA that may be complementary
to other liquid biopsy DNA sources. In addition, circulating
mutant KRAS was found in a minority of healthy samples,
suggesting that care should be exercised when proposing liquid
biopsy as a broad cancer-screening method.
As far as miRNA-based early diagnosis, an interesting
study by Shimomura et al employed a highly sensitive microarray assay for the evaluation of serum miRNA expression
profiles (156). In this large study, a total of 1,280 serum samples
from patients with breast cancer were tested. In addition, 2836
serum samples were obtained from non-cancer controls,
451 from patients with other types of cancers, and 63 from
patients with non-breast benign diseases. The expression of
miRNAs was compared between breast cancer and non-breast
cancer patients. The conclusion was that a set of five miRNAs
(miR-1246, miR-1307-3p, miR-4634, miR-6861-5p and miR6875-5p) discriminated breast cancer from healthy control and
non-breast cancer patients.
Staging and prognosis. Schröck et al (157) presented a study
on free-circulating methylated DNA for the diagnosis, staging
and prognosis of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma
patients. In their study, the DNA methylation of two genes
[short stature homeobox 2 (SHOX2) and septin (SepT9)]
was quantified in plasma before treatment, and thereafter
longitudinally during follow-up. The methylation levels were
associated with the tumor and nodal category, and increased
DNA methylation levels were associated with a shorter
survival. On the whole, the data independently obtained in
different laboratories support the hypothesis that the testing
of DNA methylation in plasma is a powerful diagnostic tool
for staging, risk stratification and disease monitoring. Patients
with initially high biomarker levels may benefit from intensified treatment and surveillance. The marker-driven, timely
detection of recurrent/metastatic disease may guide successive
lines of treatment, thereby improving patient outcomes.
Therapeutic outcome. One example demonstrating the possible
role of liquid biopsy in predicting therapeutic outcome has
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been reported by Quandt et al (158) who discussed how information obtained from liquid biopsies may contribute to the
clinical decision-making process for cancer immunotherapy.
This issue is of great interest since the application of immune
checkpoint blockade over the past decade has revolutionized
the treatment of a number of malignancies, leading to significantly improved survival. In this context, liquid biopsies are
proposed to monitor treatment efficacy, acquired resistance
to therapy and assign prognosis. A second example was
published by Goodall et al (159) on cfDNA to guide prostate
cancer treatment with poly(ADP)-ribose polymerase (PARP)
inhibition. They reported whole exome sequencing of serial
cfDNA samples collected during the treatment of patients with
prostate cancer with the PARP inhibitor, olaparib. Decreases
in the cfDNA concentration were found to be associated with
a favorable outcome. All tumor tissue somatic DNA repair
mutations were detectable in cfDNA, and allelic frequencies
of somatic mutations decreased selectively in responding
patients. At disease progression, following response to olaparib,
multiple sub-clonal aberrations and somatic mutations in DNA
repair genes (BRCA2 and PALB2) emerged as mechanisms of
resistance. These data support the role of liquid biopsies as
predictive, prognostic, response and resistance biomarkers in
prostate cancer.
Final considerations on the management of cancer patients,
follow-up and treatment monitoring. The results obtained
thus far have indicated that liquid biopsy considerably affects
systemic cancer therapy in metastatic cancer, due to the
relevant information it provides to the medical oncologist.
This is expected to improve key clinical parameters, such as
patients overall survival and quality of life. This should be
considered a major advantage of liquid biopsy (as outlined in
Fig. 3), since the tissue biopsy of metastatic foci, is not only
invasive, but is limited to certain locations, does not reflect
clonal heterogeneity and multiple biopsies (even assuming they
are feasible) may not be easily accepted, and may ingenerate
doubts and contradictory diagnostic reports. Along this line,
a droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) study by He et al (160) on
120 patients with a diverse EGFR mutational status supported
an association between liquid biopsy and outcome. Of note,
it was found that the mutant signature was stable and marked
dynamic changes during the treatment allowing efficient and
continuous disease profiling, which is expected to greatly
facilitate the clinical decision-making process.
6. PCR-free detection strategies
Despite the fact that the majority of the analytical technologies
are based on PCR and RT-PCR (see the Technologies section
above and Tables I and II), PCR-free methods have attracted
great interest in biomedicine. In fact, several articles have been
published dealing with PCR-free methods for the detection of
point mutations. In addition to the already cited limitation of
PCR-based approaches, the need for repeated steps involving
heating and cooling is an important limitation of all the
PCR-based technologies, particularly when the PCR steps for
the amplification of nucleic acids are associated with procedures performed in microfluidic-based devices (143,161‑164).
Several alternative isothermal-amplification methods (which
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Figure 3. Comparison of liquid and standard conventional tissue biopsies in colorectal cancer (CRC). Tissue biopsy samples single disease sites whereas liquid
biopsy potentially samples all tumor sites, including circulating tumor cells.

do not require thermal cycling) have been developed to overcome this limitation, including nucleic-acid-sequence‑based
polymerization (NASBA), loop-mediated amplification (LAMP), helicase-dependent amplification (HAD),
rolling‑circle amplification (RCA), recombinase-polymerase
amplification (RPA) and multiple-displacement amplification
(MDA) (142). Recently, isothermal circular-strand-displacement polymerization (ICSPD) has emerged as a novel and
promising method for nucleic-acid amplification and detection (163). Finally, promising opportunities are offered by
selected isothermal amplification approaches that are based
on a simple design of the amplification process and can be
integrated in microfluidic devices (142). Such methods allow
for the minimization of potential sample contaminations and
minimize the sample volume required for the analysis (143).
In this respect, the direct detection of point mutations in
non-PCR-amplified human genomic DNA has been recently
demonstrated by surface plasmon resonance imaging (SPR‑I).
Attomolar concentrations of target genomic DNA have been
detected, demonstrating the ultra-sensitivity of the new
method and its potential application in several biomedical
fields, including liquid biopsy methods (164).
7. Patents and clinical trials on liquid biopsy and
ultrasensitive detection systems
Tables III (165-173) and IV (174-182) summarize patents and
patent applications related to the development of liquid biopsy
protocols in cancer diagnosis. It is of interest to go through the
claims of these patents, as they reflect the consideration given
to liquid biopsy by a large part of the scientific community.

Several patents build on the concept that mutations of tumorassociated genes (present in cfDNA from body fluids) and/or
miRNA profiles are prognostic (associated with outcome), and/
or predictive (associated with susceptibility to specific treatments). Examples of patents related to cfDNA and miRNAs
are numerous and have steadily increased over the years. In
fact, CTC counts, and molecular signatures originating from
or associated with CTCs have been shown to be associated
with conventional cancer molecular genotyping in tissues.
For instance, in EP2426217A1 (166) a method is described
for detecting cell free nucleic acids, preferably cfDNA in a
body fluid sample from an individual or a patient. A general
claim, present in many other similar patent applications,
relates to a method that comprises the step of accurately and
sensitively determining the concentration of cell free nucleic
acids in the sample and/or the index of integrity of said cell
free nucleic acid and/or the determination of the presence of
genetic polymorphisms [such as known single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) or mutations]. The invention encompasses
also a method to discriminate body fluid individuals where
cfDNA are highly released. The majority of the approaches
described in Table III have been validated on a variety of body
fluids (urine, saliva, serum, plasma, bone marrow, lymphatic
fluid, lacrimal fluid, serous fluid, peritoneal fluid, pleural fluid,
ductal fluid from breast, gastric juice, or pancreatic juice) and
cancers [breast cancer, CRC, periampullary cancer, melanoma,
prostate cancer, gastric cancer, leukemia/lymphoma, renal cell
carcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), neural-derived
tumor, head and neck cancer, lung cancer, or sarcoma]. In
addition to SNPs and tumor-associated mutations (presented
in EP2426217A1, US7718364B2, WO2016168844A1 and

Original assignee
Short description (claims)
or co-assignee		

US9255926B2 (165) February 9, Hematopoietic cell Albitar M (Coto De Caza, Quest Diagnostics This invention provides methods or classifying
2016
phenotyping using CA, USA)
Investments LLC clusters of differentiation (CD) marker phenotype
		
circulating cell-free		
(Wilmington, DE, for hematopoietic cancer cells using multiple
		
markers		
USA)
circulating cell-free CD markers in body fluid.
					
Furthermore, treatment and disease progression
					
can be monitored by measuring the levels of CD
					
and other markers in body fluids
EP2426217A1 (166) March 7,
Analytical methods Thierry A (Saint Clement, Centre National de This invention is based on an in vitro method for
2012
for cell free nucleic France) and Molina F
la Recherche
detecting cell free nucleic acids, preferably
		
acids and
(Les Matelles, France)
Scientifique
circulating free DNA (cfDNA) in a body fluid
		
applications
(CNRS) (Paris,
sample from an individual or a patient, wherein
				
France)
the method comprises the step of accurately and
					
sensitively determining the concentration of
					
cell free nucleic acid in the sample and/or the
					
index of integrity and/or the determination of the
					
presence of genetic polymorphisms (SNPs) or
					
mutations). The invention also encompasses a
					
method to discriminate body fluid individuals
					
where cfDNA are highly released
						
						
						
						
						
US9062350B2 (167) June 23,
Method of mutation Platica O (New York, NY, US Department of A method for detecting mutations in blood
2015
detection in blood USA)
Veterans Affairs
cell-free DNA, including providing a serum
		
cell-free DNA using		
(Washington, DC, sample, isolating DNA, amplifying the DNA by
		
primer extension		
USA)
PCR, subjecting the PCR product to primer
		
(PE) and PCR			
extension (PE), separating the PE reaction
					
product and identifying the mutation by gel
					
electrophoresis. In order to improve accuracy and
					
sensitivity, the PE reaction can be carried out
					
using a primer that blocks the extension of
					
the wild or non-mutated sequence
						
						
						
						

Patent or patent
Date
Title
Inventors (location)
application/(Refs.)				

Table III. Examples of patents and patent applications on circulating free DNA (cfDNA) based liquid biopsy in oncology.

A method for diagnosis,
prognosis a pathological or
physiological state, such
as the presence of a tumor
or tumor progression in a
patient, or a theranostic
method comprising
i) determining said
pathological or
physiological state in
a patient, including the
assessment of the
progression of a tumor
or metastatic cancer;
and ii) monitoring the
efficacy of a cancer
treatment in a patient
The method includes the
following major steps:
i) Subjecting the serum
sample to whole genome
DNA amplification;
ii) amplifying the DNA
by a first PCR; iii) reamplifying a portion of
the reaction product by a
second PCR by using
specific reverse primers;
iv) subjecting the reaction
product to primer
extension (PE); and

A method for predicting
survival or remission
duration in a patient
with myelodysplastic
syndrome (MDS)

Validity, significance and
biomedical applications
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Original assignee
Short description (claims)
or co-assignee		

						
						
						
						
						
US7718364B2 (168) May 18,
DNA markers for Hoon DSB (Los Angeles, John Wayne
A method is provided for assessing allelic losses
2010
management of
CA, USA) and Taback B Cancer Institute
and hypermethylation of genes in the CpG tumor
		
cancer
(Santa Monica, CA, USA) (Santa Monica,
promoter region on specific chromosomal
				
CA, USA)
regions in cancer patients, including patients with
					
melanoma, neuroblastoma breast, colorectal and
					
prostate cancer. The method relies on the evidence
					
that free DNA and the hypermethylation of genes
					
in the CpG tumor promoter region may be
					
identified in the bone marrow, serum, plasma
					
and tumor tissue samples of cancer patients
						
						
						
						
EP2483426A4 (169) April 10,
Method for
Cortese R and and
Centre for
This invention regards a variety of methods and
2013
analysis of
Petronis A
Addiction and
compositions for obtaining epigenetic information,
		
DNA		
Mental Health
such as DNA methylation patterns, through the
		
methylation			
preparation, amplification and analysis of
		
profiles of			
Methylome libraries. In several aspects of the
		
cell-free			
present invention, there are methods based on
		
circulating			
methylation-dependent enrichment or depletion
		
DNA in			
of genomic DNA isolated from cellular and cell		
bodily			
free sources. In additional embodiments, there are
		
fluids		
methods and compositions for single-step high
					
throughput preparations of Methylome libraries
						
						
						
						
						
						
						

Patent or patent
Date
Title
Inventors (location)
application/(Refs.)				

Table III. Continued.

v) separating the final
reaction product and
identifying mutation by
gel electrophoresis or
chemiluminescence
A method of detecting
DNA markers in a sample,
comprising: i) Providing a
cell-free bone marrow
sample from a subject; and
ii) detecting one or more
DNA markers in the
sample, wherein the DNA
markers are indicative of
LOH or DNA hyper‑
methylation, or the DNA
markers are indicative of
DNA mutation in KRAS
or BRAF gene
Genomic regions that are
actively expressed within
cells are often found to be
hypomethylated in the
promoter and upstream
coding regions. By
contrast, downstream
regions are typically kept
hypermethylated in
actively transcribed
genes, but become hypo‑
methylated in cancer. On
the other hand, the hyper‑
methylation of tumor
suppressor genes has
been associated with the
development of many
forms of cancer

Validity, significance and
biomedical applications
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Original assignee
Short description (claims)
or co-assignee		

US20140303008A1 October 9, Colorectal cancer Schutz E (Göttingen,
Chronix
The methods consists of detecting biomarkers in
(170)
2014
associated
Germany), Beck J
Biomedical
body fluids of patients with colorectal cancer.
		
circulating nucleic (Göttingen, Germany) and		
The proposed biomarkers are polynucleotide
		
acid biomarkers
Urnovitz H (San Jose,		
fragments, e.g., DNA fragments, that are present
			
CA, USA)		
at an elevated level in blood, e.g., in a serum or
					
plasma sample, of a colorectal cancer patient in
					
comparison to the level in blood, e.g., a serum
					
or plasma sample, obtained from a normal
					
individual who does not have colorectal cancer
WO2016168844A1 October 20, Quality assessment Murtaza M and Contente- The Translational This invention provides a method of determining
(171)
2016
of circulating cell- Cuomo T
Genomics
integrity and/or quantity of cfDNA in a biological
		
free DNA using		
Research Institute sample. The present invention also provides
		
multiplexed droplet			
methods for generating a library with the cfDNA
		
digital PCR			
for sequencing and analysis
						
WO2006128192A2 November Use of free
Hoon DSB, Umetani N
John Wayne
This invention provides a method to determine
(172)
30, 2006
circulating DNA
and Sunami E
Cancer Institute
the sequence integrity of circulating DNA using
		
for diagnosis,			
quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction
		
prognosis, and			
(qPCR), microarrays, probes by blotting, or gel
		
treatment of cancer 		
electrophoresis based, colorimetric detection
					
assays such as ELISA, chemiluminescence
					
methods, digital detection, and mass spectrometry
					
(MALDI-TOF). The methylation integrity of the
					
circulating DNA may be detected and quantified,
					
e.g., using quantitative analysis of methylated
					
alleles (QAMA), qPCR, gel electrophoresis,
					
microarrays, mass spectrometry, digital
					
detection, or colorimetric based methods
					
The total amount of the circulating DNA is
					
indicated by the amount of ALUs and LINEs
						
						
						

Patent or patent
Date
Title
Inventors (location)
application/(Refs.)				

Table III. Continued.

This invention provides
methods and reagents for
diagnosing colorectal
cancer that are based on
the detection of
biomarkers in the
circulating nucleic acids
from a patient to be
evaluated
This invention provides
methods for the diagnosis
of cancer that are based
on the release of cfDNA
from the patient to be
evaluated
The method comprises
identifying a subject
suffering from or at risk
for developing cancer,
obtaining a body fluid
sample from the subject,
and determining the
sequence integrity of
circulating DNA. The
body fluid sample may
be, a sample of serum,
plasma, urine, saliva,
bone marrow, lymphatic
fluid, lacrimal fluid,
serous fluid, peritoneal
fluid, pleural fluid, ductal
fluid from breast, gastric
juice, or pancreatic juice.

Validity, significance and
biomedical applications
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The cfDNA is isolated
from a biological sample
selected from the group
consisting of: amniotic
fluid, blood, plasma,
serum, semen, lymphatic
fluid, cerebral spinal
fluid, ocular fluid, urine,
saliva, stool, mucous, and
sweat. The analyzed
genetic lesion comprises
a genomic rearrangement
that fuses the 3' coding
region of the ALK gene to
another gene (for
example the EML4 gene)

US20160053301A1 February 25, Methods for
Raymond CK, Lim LP and Clearfork
The invention provides a method for the genetic
(173)
2016
quantitative
Armour CD
Bioscience Inc., analysis of individuals that reveals both the
		
genetic		
Resolution
genetic sequences and chromosomal copy number
		
analysis of		
Bioscience Inc.
of targeted and specific genomic loci in a single
		
cell free			
assay. The present invention further provides
		
DNA		
methods for the sensitive and specific detection
					
of target gene sequences and gene expression
					
profiles. The key objective of the method is
					
performing a quantitative genetic analysis of one
					
or more target genetic loci in the cfDNA library
					
clones.
						
						
						
						
						

Validity, significance and
biomedical applications
A cancer may be a breast
cancer, colorectal cancer,
periampullary cancer,
melanoma, prostate
cancer, gastric cancer,
leukemia/lymphoma,
renal cell carcinoma,
hepatocellular
carcinoma, neuralderived tumor, head and
neck cancer, lung cancer,
or sarcoma

Original assignee
Short description (claims)
or co-assignee		

						
						
						
						
						
						
						
						
						
						
						
						

Patent or patent
Date
Title
Inventors (location)
application/(Refs.)				
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Original assignee
Short description (claims)
or co-assignee		

US9896683B2 (174) February 20, Isolating circulating Ambros V, Lee R and
Firefly Bioworks Methods for isolating circulating small RNAs,
2018
microRNA
Fusco AP
University of
e.g., miRNAs from plasma samples, e.g., that
		
(miRNA) 		
Massachusetts
involve the use of an alkaline phenol:chloroform
				
(UMass)
extraction, and methods of use thereof, including
					
for the detection, prognosis, and/or monitoring
					
of disease in a subject
						
						
						
						
						
						
						
						
						
						
						
						
						
US8216784B2 (175) July 10,
Cancer-derived
Taylor DD and Gercel- University Of
A method for assessing the presence of one or
2012
microvesicleTaylor C
Louisville
more microRNAs in microvesicles, comprising
		
associated		
Research
isolating a population of cancer-derived
		
microrna as a		
Foundation, Inc. microvesicles from a biological sample using
		
diagnostic marker			
a microvesicle surface marker, isolating
					
microRNA from said population of cancer					
derived microvesicles and determining a presence
					
of one or more microRNAs in said cancer-derived
					
microvesicles
						
						
						
						
						
						
						
						
						

Patent or patent
Date
Title
Inventors
application/(Refs.)				

Table IV. Examples of patents and patent applications on circulating microRNAs (miRNAs or miRs) for non-invasive liquid biopsy in oncology.

The methods include
providing a first sample
comprising plasma or
serum of the human
subject; detecting a level
of one or more circulating
miRNAs; providing a
second sample
comprising plasma or
serum at a second time
point; detecting a level of
the one or more
circulating miRNAs in
the second sample using
the same method; and
comparing the level of the
miRNA in the first sample
to the level of the miRNA
in the second sample
The method can be
applied to a variety of
biological including milk,
blood, serum, plasma,
ascites, cyst fluid, pleural
fluid, peritoneal fluid,
cerebral spinal fluid,
tears, urine, saliva,
sputum, or combinations
thereof. The method is
based on the analysis of
one or more microRNAs
selected from the group
consisting of miR-21,
miR-141, miR-200a,
miR-200b, miR-200c,
miR-203, miR-205 and
miR-214

Validity, significance and
biomedical applications
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The alteration in the level
of the miRNA in the test
sample (such as serum,
plasma, or full blood),
relative to the level of a
corresponding miRNA in
a control sample, is
indicative of the subject
either having, or being
at risk for developing,
cancer, or respond to any
treatment of the cancer

EP3011058A1 (178) April 27,
Circulating
Ditzel H and Kodahl AR Syddansk
A method of diagnosing whether a subject has, or
2016
microRNA based		
Universitet
is at risk of developing cancer, such as breast
		
cancer biomarkers			
cancer or colorectal cancer, or monitoring the
					
progression or regression of said cancer in a
					
subject. The method comprises measuring the
					
level of at least one miR‑365, miR‑425,
					
miR-143, miR-133a, miR-15a, and miR-18a,
					
such as the combination of miR-365, miR-425,
					
miR-143, miR-133a, miR-15a and miR-18a
						
						
						

US20130324589A1 December 5, Methods for
Croce CM, Calin GA and Ohio State
Described herein are methods for diagnosing
(177)
2013
Diagnosing
Volinia S
University
pancreatic cancer using miRNAs
		
Pancreatic Cancer				
		
Using MicroRNAs 				
						
						
						
						

Also described are
methods and
compositions for the
diagnosis and treatment
of solid cancers. Methods
of identifying inhibitors
of tumorigenesis are also
provided

Validity, significance and
biomedical applications
As one example, ovarian
cancer remains the sixth
most common type of
cancer affecting women
worldwide, causing
approximately 125,000
deaths annually. Since
long-term survival has
not altered significantly
over the past few decades,
the best prospects for
further improvement of
ovarian cancer survival
reside in early diagnosis

Original assignee
Short description (claims)
or co-assignee		

EP2806273B1 (176) September 6, Exosome-associated Taylor DD and GercelUniversity of
A method is described for assessing the presence
2017
microRNA as a
Taylor C
Louisville
of one or more microRNAs in microvesicles,
		
diagnostic marker		
Research
comprising isolating a population of
				
Foundation, Inc.
microvesicles from a biological sample using a
					
microvesicle surface marker, isolating
					
microRNA from said population of microvesicles
					
and determining a presence of one or more
					
microRNAs in said microvesicles
						
						
						
						
						
						

Patent or patent
Date
Title
Inventors
application/(Refs.)				
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Original assignee
Short description (claims)
or co-assignee		

The method comprises the following steps:
i) Measuring an overall expression pattern or level
of miRNAs obtained from one or more biological
samples (wherein at least those miRNAs are
miR18a and optionally miR19a and miR19b and
miR15b); ii) comparing the overall expression
pattern of miRNAs from the biological sample of
the subject suspected of suffering from advanced
colorectal adenomas or colorectal neoplasia with
the overall expression pattern of the miRNAs
from a biological sample of a normal subject

US9388470B2 (181) July 12,
Serum or plasma
Zhang C, Zeng K,
Micromedmark
The present invention provides non-small cell
2016
microRNA as
Zhang J, Ba Y, Chen X
Biotech Co. Ltd. lung cancer markers and the use thereof in
		
biomarkers for
and Li H		
diagnosing and monitoring diseases in vitro. The
		
non-small cell lung			
non-small cell lung cancer markers include at least
		
cancer			
one of the 26 selected detectable mature miRNAs
					
existing stably in human serum or plasma. The
					
invention also provides probe combinations, a kit
					
and biochip for detecting the non-small cell lung
					
cancer markers
						
						
						
						
						
						

EP2944700B1 (180) October 18, Plasma microRNAs Gironella I Cos M,
Hospital Clínic de
2017
for the detection of Lonzano-Salvatella JJ,
Barcelona, Centro
		
early colorectal
Castells I Garangou A and de Investigación
		
cancer
Giraldez MM
Biomédica en Red
				
de Enfermedades
				
Hepáticas y
				
Digestivas
				
(CIBEREHD)
					
					
					

EP3138926A3 (179) April 5,
MicroRNA
Croce CM
The Ohio State
The present invention provides novel methods
2017
signatures in		
University
for the diagnosis of ovarian cancer using at least
		
human ovarian		
Research
one miR selected from miR-200b, miR-141,
		
cancer		
Foundation
miR-199a, miR-140, miR-145 and
					
miR-125b, miR-200c
						

Patent or patent
Date
Title
Inventors
application/(Refs.)				

Table IV. Continued.

The method in the present
invention enables
extensive detection
spectrum, high sensitivity,
low cost, convenient
sample taking and preservation; it can be applied
the general survey of
disease, solves issues with
the low specificity and
sensitivity encountered
with previous single
markers, and significantly
increases the clinical
detection rate of diseases

The present invention
refers to a method for the
diagnosis or detection of
advanced colorectal
adenomas and optionally
colorectal neoplasia in a
subject

The invention also
provides methods of
identifying anti-ovarian
cancer agents and a kit for
detecting ovarian cancer

Validity, significance and
biomedical applications
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The present invention
provides novel methods
and compositions for
diagnosis and treatment
of solid cancers. The
solid cancer can be any
cancer that arises from
organs and solid tissues,
such as stomach cancer,
breast cancer, pancreatic
cancer, colon cancer, lung
cancer or prostate cancer
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US8603744B2 (182) December Methods for
Croce CM, Calin GA and Ohio State
The alteration (e.g., an increase, a decrease) in the
10, 2013
diagnosing breast Volinia S
University
level of the miRNA is indicative of the subject
		
cancer using			
either having, or being at risk for developing, a
		
MicroRNAs			
solid cancer. At least one miRNA measured in
					
the test sample is selected from the group
					
consisting of miR‑21, miR-17-5p, miR-191,
					
miR-29b-2, miR-223, miR-128b, miR-199a-1,
					
miR-24-1, miR-24-2, miR-146, miR-155,
					
miR-181b-1, miR-20a, miR-107, miR-32,
					
miR-92-2, miR-214, miR-30c, miR-25, miR-221,
					
miR-106a and combinations thereof
						

Patent or patent
Date
Title
Inventors
application/(Refs.)				

Table IV. Continued.

Original assignee
Short description (claims)
or co-assignee		
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US20160053301A1) (166,168,171,173), another interesting
marker is DNA methylation. In US7718364B2 (168), a method
is provided for assessing allelic losses and the hypermethylation of genes in the CpG tumor promoter region on specific
chromosomal regions in patients suffering from melanoma,
neuroblastoma, breast, colorectal and prostate cancer. The
method is based on the evidence that free DNA and hypermethylation of genes in the CpG tumor promoter region may
be identified in the bone marrow, serum, plasma and tumor
tissue samples of cancer patients. Table III lists examples of
patents and patent applications focusing on cfDNA analysis in
the body fluids of cancer patients.
As far as miRNAs are concerned, US8216784B2 (175) and
EP2806273B1 (176) deal with cancer-derived microvesicleassociated miRNAs as a diagnostic marker for the detection
of cancer. The method is based on the analysis of one or more
miRNAs selected from a group comprising miR-21, miR-141,
miR-200a, miR-200b, miR-200c, miR-203, miR-205 and
miR-214. The method can be applied to a variety of biologicals,
including milk, blood, serum, plasma, ascites, cyst fluid, pleural
fluid, peritoneal fluid, cerebral spinal fluid, tears, urine, saliva,
sputum, or combinations thereof. EP3011058A1 (178) is an
example of patents focusing on total miRNA analysis. In addition, in this case, a shortlist of candidate miRNAs is provided,
such as the combination of miR-365, miR-425, miR-143,
miR‑133a, miR-15a and miR-18a. The alteration in the level
of the miRNA in the test sample (such as serum, plasma, or
whole blood), relative to the level of a corresponding miRNA
in a control sample, is indicative of the subject either having, or
being at risk of developing, cancer, or the response of a subject
to any treatment for the cancer. Further examples of miRNAs
identified as cancer biomarkers are shown in Table IV.
Liquid biopsy is implemented (and is technologically tested)
in several ongoing clinical trials (Tables V and VI) (183‑204).
For instance, NCT02639832 (183) is focused on the presence of
tumor-derived CTCs or ctDNA using an investigational medical
device known as the LiquidBiopsy. Using the LiquidBiopsy
platform, recovered cells or DNA can also be investigated to
obtain genetic information that may be useful to physicians for
treating and understanding disease. The LiquidBiopsy device
is able to purify the tiny numbers of tumor cells or ctDNA in
blood. Even if a tumor is too small to be found by other means,
such as an X-ray, it is possible that ctDNA or CTCs may be
found in the blood. Genetic information can then be recovered
from these cells or DNA to identify genetic alterations that are
related to abnormal growth in a tumor. The proponents claim
that this will potentially allow researchers to study tumor
cells or tumor DNA from a blood sample instead of a biopsy
sample, and may influence cancer diagnosis, treatment and
drug selection in the future. In NCT02784639 (195) a method
is employed which simultaneously allows the determination of
three parameters: The specific quantification of tumor-derived
ccfDNA, the ccfDNA fragmentation index and SNP or point
mutation detection. The evaluation and validation of the
method will be performed by determining the KRAS/BRAF
mutational status prior to anti-EGFR therapy in patients
with CRC. The protocol will detect the six most frequent
KRAS mutations in CRC (G12D, G12V, G13D, G12S, G12C
and G12A) and BRAF V600E. The goal of this multicenter
prospective study is to validate, and ultimately translate in

Sponsors, collaborators and
investigators (location)

NCT02186236 (185) First received: Detection of
Sponsor: Memorial Sloan
July 7, 2014;
oncogenic tumor
Kettering Cancer Center;
Last updated: mutations in the
Collaborator: Trovagene,
September 27, urine and blood of Inc.; Principal investigator:
2016
lung and colorectal Yu H (Memorial Sloan
		
cancer patients
Kettering Cancer Center
				

NCT02626039 (184) First received: Characterization & Sponsor: Hospital General
October 15,
comparison of
Universitario Gregorio
2015;
drugable mutations Marañon; Principal
Last updated: in primary and
investigator: Martìn M
March 9, 2017 metastatic tumors, (Hospital General
		
CTCs and cfDNA Universitario Gregorio
		
in MBC patients
Marañon, Madrid, Spain)
				
				
				

NCT02639832 (183) First received: A pilot surveillance Sponsor: Cynvenio
December 10, study to monitor
Biosystems, Inc. (Westlake
2015;
Natural Killer Cells Village, CA, USA)
Last updated: and Circulating		
August 8, 2016 Tumor Cells in		
		
women with		
		
previously treated		
		
non-metastatic		
		
triple negative		
		
breast cancer and		
		
women with		
		
previously treated		
		non-metastatic
		
breast cancer with
		
a confirmed BRCA
		mutation

ClinicalTrials.gov
Start date
Title
identifier/(Refs.)			

Short description

Condition(s)

The purpose of the study is to determine whether gene mutations Lung cancer;
can be found in the urine or blood of patients with lung cancer and colorectal cancer
the urine of patients with colorectal cancer. The study is based on
gene mutations that are only found in lung and colorectal cancer
cells, but not in normal cells. In the study, a plasma-based assay is
applied to determine the presence of EGFR mutation in CTC and
in cfDNA

In the study, it is hypothesized that breast cancer metastases and
Metastatic breast
primary tumors can harbor different genomic profiles related to
cancer
genomic regions of interest in a clinically relevant proportion of
metastatic breast cancer patients. Furthermore, the genomic
aberrations found in the metastatic breast cancer tissue can also be
detected in circulating tumor cells (CTCs) and cfDNA. The
study will evaluate whether CTCs and cfDNA would be
convenient, non-invasive, easily accessible sources of genomic
material for the analysis of mutations and other genomic
aberrations

The purpose was to test blood for the presence of tumor derived
Triple-negative breast
circulating tumor cells (CTCs) or circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) cancer
using an investigational medical device. This LiquidBiopsy® device
is able to purify low numbers of tumor cells or low amounts of
ctDNA in the blood. Even if a tumor is too small to be found by
other means such as an x-ray, it is possible that ctDNA or CTCs may
be found in the blood. Genetic information can then be recovered
from these cells or DNA to look for genetic changes that are
related to the abnormal growth in a tumor. This will potentially
allow researchers to study tumor cells or tumor DNA from a
blood sample instead of a biopsy sample. This may influence
cancer diagnosis, treatment and drug selection in the future

Table V. Clinical trials focusing on circulating tumor cells and/or circulating free DNA (cfDNA).
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Sponsors, collaborators and
investigators (location)

NCT02788084 (186) First received: Development of a Sponsor: Alberta Health
May 25, 2016; tissue-based & cell Services, Calgary; Principal
Last updated: free DNA
investigator: Mahe E
June 27, 2017 next-generation
(FRCPC; Calgary
		
sequencing
Laboratory Services,
		
workflow
University of Calgary)
				
				
				
				
				
NCT02883517
First received: Cell-free circulating Sponsor: University
(187)
August 25,
DNA in primary
Hospital, Bordeaux;
2016;
cutaneous
Principal Investigator:
Last updated: lymphomas
Pham-Ledard A (University
February 23,		
Hospital, Bordeaux, France)
2017			
NCT02887612 (188) First received: ctDNA for
Sponsor: Sun Yat-sen
May 14, 2016; prediction of
University; Principal
Last updated: relapse in
Investigator: Xu R
January 17,
gastric cancer
(Sun Yat-sen University)
2018			
				
				
				
				
NCT02738593 (189) First received: Detection Cell Free Sponsor: Sun Yat-Sun
April 6, 2016; DNA in lung
University Cancer Center
Last updated: cancer patients
(Guangzhou, China);
April 14, 2016		
Principal investigator:
			
Zhang L (Sun University
			
Cancer Center, Guangzhou,
			
China)
				
				
				

ClinicalTrials.gov
Start date
Title
identifier/(Refs.)			

Table V. Continued.

In the study, blood samples will be prospectively collected at
scheduled follow-up and if the primary objectives of this study
are met, the presence of cfDNA and the impact of variation on
clinical outcomes will be assessed. A next generation sequencing
(NGS) workflow will be developed for the mutation profiling of
cfDNA specimens. The major issue is to calculate the proportion
of cases in a test series of B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphomas (BNHL)
with somatic mutations or immunoglobulin heavy chain (IGH)
gene rearrangements. Participant data will be collected, and clinical
outcomes will be assessed to determine the effect of mutation
profiles on outcomes over a two-year follow-up
This study is based on the concept that liquid biopsies allowing the
detection of tumor mutation in plasma have been validated in nodal
diffuse large B-cell lymphoma. The purpose of the study is to evaluate
the possibility to detect cell-free circulating tumor DNA in primary
cutaneous lymphomas, using a highly sensitive method (digital PCR),
combined with a next generation sequencing panel of the tumor sample
By monitoring the serum ctDNA mutational profile using NGS, the
present clinical trial aims to elucidate the association between the
serum ctDNA status and the prognosis of patients with early and
intermediate-stage gastric cancer upon surgical treatment, and to
explore the possibility of clinical utility of serum ctDNA as a clinical
index to predict post-operative relapse. Furthermore, by comparing
the molecular profiles of patients with different prognosis, it will be
possible to identify molecular markers related to the prognosis of
gastric cancer
The study is based on next generation sequencing as the most
sensitive and specific method to examine gene mutation and
diversion. Eligible patients receiving 3rd generation EGFR-TKIs
(AZD9291 and AVITINIB) were enrolled in this study. Tumor
tissue sample within 6 months, and 10 ml peripheral blood samples
were collected at baseline. Following treatment initiation, 10 ml
peripheral blood would be collected at every image testing time point
until disease progression. Blood samples will be draw using EDTA
tube and centrifuged within 2 h and store at -80°C in a refrigerator.
NGS testing will cover target genes of non-small cell lung cancer

Short description

Non-small cell
lung cancer

Stomach neoplasms

Lymphoma, large
B-cell

Non-Hodgkin
lymphoma

Condition(s)
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This study is based on the fact that cf-DNA may become an efficient Gastrointestinal
marker of the mutational GIST status and disease itself. On this basis, stromal tumor
this trial aims to evaluate whether tumor DNA carrying mutations
(GIST)
(for KIT, PDGFRα, BRAF, RAS and SDH) can be detected and
quantified in the plasma of patients with GISTs, either with active
disease or during follow-up, and whether detection can be
associated with the disease status

Circulating cell-free Sponsor: Fondazione del
tumor DNA in the Piemonte per l'Oncologia
plasma of patients		
with gastrointestinal		
stromal tumors		
(GIST)		
		

NCT02443948
(192)

First received:
March 19,
2015;
Last updated:
February 14,
2017
		

The aim of the present study is to evaluate, in a prospective cohort of Metastatic colorectal
patients treated with systemic IV chemotherapy (5-fluorouracil +/cancer
oxaliplatin +/- irinotecan) +/- targeted therapy as first line treatment
for metastatic colorectal cancer, the correlation between early
variations of circulating tumor markers including CEA, circulating
tumor DNA and total cell free DNA, and the 3-month objective
response as defined in the RECIST 1.1 guideline

Condition(s)

NCT02872779 (191) First received: Correlation between Sponsor: University
August 16,
circulating tumour Hospital, Rouen (Rouen,
2016;
markers early
France); Principal
Last updated: variations and
investigator: Gangloff A
August 22, 2017 clinical response in (University Hospital, Rouen,
		
first line treatment Rouen, France)
		
of metastatic		
		
colorectal cancer
		
(COCA-MACS)

Short description
The study is undertaken in patients with both histologically HER2Gastric cancer
positive and -negative advanced/metastatic gastric cancer. Peripheral
blood samples are collected from the patients for cfDNA and CTC
analysis (before therapy, at the time that the patients achieve the
optimal response and when they suffer progressive disease). The
enumeration of CTCs, as well as the detection of HER2 expression
will be achieved via the integrated subtraction enrichment (SET)
and immunostaining-fluorescence in situ hybridization (iFISH)
platform. Furthermore, for the genomic analysis, the enriched single
CTC will be isolated for single-cell targeted sequencing. While
for cfDNA analysis, extracted DNA from plasma will be directly
subjected to targeted sequencing. The association of the HER2 status
on CTCs and the HER2 amplification in cfDNA to the therapeutic
response will be evaluated. Moreover, genetic variations associated
with resistance in HER2-targeted therapy will be also studied based
on the genomic data from sequencing of CTC and cfDNA

Sponsors, collaborators and
investigators (location)

NCT02610218 (190) First received: Liquid biopsy in
Sponsor: Peking University
November 18, monitoring the
(Beijing, China)
2015;
therapeutic efficacy		
Last updated: of targeted therapy		
October 31,
in advanced/meta-		
2017
static gastric cancer		
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Sponsors, collaborators and
investigators (location)

NCT02133222 (193) First received: Circulating cell-free Sponsor: Centre Hospitalier
April 30, 2014; DNA in metastatic Universitaire de Nice (Nice,
Last updated: melanoma patient: France); Principal
October 21,
Mutational analyses investigator: Long-Mira E
2016
in consecutive
(CHU de Nice, Nice,
		
measurement
France)
		
before and after		
		
chemotherapy		
		
(AMMAM)		
NCT02934984 (194) First received: Circulating cell-free Sponsor: Samsung Medical
October 13,
tumor DNA
Center (Seoul, Republic of
2016;
(ctDNA) in
Korea)
Last updated: pancreatic cancer		
October 17,			
2016
NCT02784639 (195) First received: Comparison of
Sponsor: Ychou M (Institut
May 24, 2016; KRAS/BRAF
régional du Cancer de
Last updated: mutational status
Montpellier, Montpellier,
August 3, 2016 with conventional France); Principal
		
techniques and
investigator: Ychou M
		
plasma samples
(Institut régional du Cancer
		
analysis
de Montpellier, Montpellier,
			
France)
				
				
				
				
				
NCT02036216 (196) First received: Circulating cell-free Sponsor: Peking Union
January 7, 2014; DNA as a predictive Medical College Hospital
Last updated: biomarker for
(Beijing, China);
January 14,
hepatocelluar
Collaborator: Stanford
2014
carcinoma
University; Principal
			
investigator: Mao Y (Peking
			
Union Medical College
			
Hospital (Beijing, China)
				
				

ClinicalTrials.gov
Start date
Title
identifier/(Refs.)			

Table V. Continued.

Pancreatic cancer

Metastatic
(Stage IV)
melanoma

Condition(s)

This study is based on technologies exhibiting high sensitivity and
Hepatocellular
specificity detection developed at the Stanford Genome Technology
carcinoma
Center. Some cfDNA characteristic changes, such as p161NK4A, RTL,
RASSF1A, LINE-1 and GSTP1, will be examined in hepatocellular
carcinoma, since studies have shown that cfDNA level is associated with
intrahepatic and extra-hepatic metastasis in patients with hepatocellular
carcinoma. In the study, these characteristic changes in cfDNA and
primary tumor lesions will be investigated. The possible applications
in early diagnosis, treatment monitoring and prognosis for hepatocellular
carcinoma will be evaluated

In this study, a method is employed which simultaneously allows the
Colorectal cancer
determination of three parameters: The specific quantification of tumorderived ccfDNA, the ccfDNA fragmentation index, and single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) or point mutation detection. The evaluation and
validation of the method will be performed by determining the
KRAS/BRAF mutational status before anti-EGFR therapy in patients
with colorectal cancer. The protocol will detect the six more frequent
KRAS mutations in CRC (G12D, G12V, G13D, G12S, G12C and G12A)
and the BRAF V600E. The goal of this multicenter prospective study is
to validate, and ultimately translate into routine clinical practice, the
use of plasma analysis of cfDNA for the determination of KRAS
mutation status in patients with metastatic colorectal cancer

In recent years, BRAF and KIT have become established therapeutic
targets in patients with melanoma showing activating mutations in these
oncogenes. However, it is crucial that genetic mutations present in the
melanoma lesions are identified if the investigators are to design
tailormade therapies for individual patients. The aim of the study is to
determine the mutational status in circulating DNA in patients with
melanoma metastatic, with the Sequenom Mass Array, a next generation
sequencing technology. Results obtained before and after treatment will
be compared with the primary tumor genotype
In this study, ctDNA of patients with pancreatic cancer who underwent
surgery will be collected, and it will be evaluated whether peripheral
ctDNA can aid in the early screening of cancer recurrence. The genomic
signature of ctDNA will be determined to evaluate the association
between ctDNA and the clinical outcome of cancer patients

Short description
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Sponsors, collaborators and
investigators (location)

Hepatocellular
carcinoma

Lymphoma,
B-Cell;
follicular
lymphoma;
Hodgkin
lymphoma;
multiple myeloma

Condition(s)

Leukemia;
lymphoma;
central nervous
system

The main objective of the study is to determine whether an association Prostate carcino‑
exists between circulating miRNAs associated with prostate cancer
sarcoma
metastases to bones and to lymph nodes, analyzed by positron emission
computed (PET) imaging. miRNA profiles will be assessed by using
nano-string technology validated by real-time PCR
This study is aimed to evaluate the presence of miRNAs in the blood
and cerebrospinal fluid of patients with central nervous system tumors,
leukemia and lymphoma who are currently being treated with
chemotherapy and are undergoing blood draws, lumbar punctures
and/or reservoir taps for routine clinical care

Sponsor: Ann & Robert H
Lurie Children's Hospital of
Chicago; Principal
investigator: Lulla R (Ann &
Robert H Lurie Children's
Hospital of Chicago)

First received: MicroRNA profiles Sponsor: Assuta Medical
November 8,
identification in
Center; Principal
2016;
adenocarcinoma
investigator: Goldberg N
Last updated: prostate cancer
(Assuta Medical Center)
November 16,			
2016

NCT01541800 (200) First received: Circulating
February 24,
microRNAs as
2012;
disease markers in
Last updated: pediatric cancers
February 5,		
2016		

NCT02964351
(199)

It has been shown that miRNAs play a role in the development of
hepatocellular carcinoma, but it is unknown whether these molecules
can be used as markers for diagnosis and survival in hepatocellular
carcinoma. In particular, the miRNAs miR-221 and miR-222 are
dysregulated in tumor tissues in approximately 80% of patients with
hepatocellular carcinoma. The aim of this study is to evaluate whether
these two miRNAs are expressed not only in tumor tissues, but also in
blood from cancer patients, and in different amounts compared to
circulating levels in healthy individuals. The possible association
between tumor tissue and blood levels will also be evaluated

The objective of the trial is related to the early diagnosis of very
aggressive hematological malignancies as an essential approach for
improving prognosis and increasing survival rates. The early diagnosis
is based on the analysis of circulating miRNAs, considering that current
diagnostic methods have various limitations, such as insufficient
sensitivity, specificity, require time-consuming and costly approaches,
and a high level of expertise, limiting applications in clinical contexts.
Thus, the development of novel biomarkers (miRNAs) for the early
detection and relapse of hematological malignancies is desirable. The
approach is based on the readily-made detection of miRNAs in smallvolume samples using specific and sensitive quantitative PCR

Short description

NCT02928627 (198) First received: Clinical significance Sponsor: University of
October 7,
of hepatic and
Aberdeen; Collaborator:
2016;
circulating
Robert Gordon University;
Last updated: microRNAs
Principal investigator:
October 25,
miR-221 and
Soggiu F (NHS Grampian)
2017
miR-222 in hepato-		
		
cellular carcinoma		
				
				
				

NCT02791217 (197) First received: Identification of
Sponsor: Assuta Medical
May 30, 2016; hematological
Center; Collaborator:
Last updated: malignancies and Laniado Hospital
June 6, 2016
therapy predication		
		
using microRNAs		
		
as a diagnostic tool		
				
				
				
				
				

ClinicalTrials.gov
History
Title
identifier/(Refs.)			

Table VI. Clinical trials focusing on circulating miRNA detection in cancer diagnostics.
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This is a biomedical and prospective study of the interventional type,
Breast cancer
conducted in women with metastatic invasive breast cancer or locally
advanced breast cancer and for which treatment with tamoxifen or antiaromatase (first line hormone therapy for metastatic breast cancer) is
indicated. The main objective of this pilot study is to evaluate the feasibility
to detect in the circulating blood of patients the presence of the fifteen
miRNAs described in preclinical studies as possibly involved in hormone
resistance/sensitivity
The main objective of the study is to identify a panel of circulating miRNA Breast cancer
markers which could help to identify patients with breast cancer who are
most likely to respond well to neoadjuvant and adjuvant chemotherapy,
and indeed serve as an overall prognostic factor and stratify patients into
risk categories which would further guide their management. A suitable
panel of markers would show significant changes in expression level in
good-responders whilst little or no change would be observed in miRNA
expression in non-responders

NCT01722851 (204) First received: Circulating
Sponsor: Cancer
October 24,
miRNAs. ICORG Trials Ireland
2012;
10-11, V2		
Last updated:			
August 10,			
2017			
				
				

Esophageal
cancer

				
NCT01612871 (203) First received: Circulating
Sponsor: Institut Claudius
June 4, 2012; miRNAs as
Regaud; Principal
Last updated: biomarkers of
investigator: Dalencr F
March 5, 2018 hormone sensitivity (Institut Claudius Regaud)
		
in breast cancer		
		
(MIRHO)		
				
			

The utility of
circulating tumour
cells and plasma
microRNA in
esophageal
adenocarcinoma

Sponsor: University Health The goal of this project is to assess the use of circulating miRNAs and
Network (Toronto, ON,
circulating tumor cells (CTC) as biomarkers of cancer and predictive
Canada); Principal
markers for neoadjuvant therapy
investigator: Darling GE
(University Health Network
(Toronto, ON, Canada)

First received:
June 14, 2016;
Last updated:
January 5,
2018
		

NCT02812680
(202)

Condition(s)

In the proposed project, the investigators will assess whether changes in
Breast cancer
expression of selected circulating miRNAs in serum could comprise a
sensitive and specific biomarker of cardiotoxicity in cancer patients treated
with anthracycline-based chemotherapy

Sponsor: West Pomeranian
Cancer Center; Collaborator:
Pomeranian Medical
University Szczecin;
Principal investigator:
Dąbek B (West Pomeranian
Cancer Center)

NCT02065908 (201) First received: Circulating
February 15,
microRNA as
2014;
biomarker of
Last updated: cardiotoxicity
December 8,
in breast cancer
2016		
			

Short description

Sponsors, collaborators and
investigators (location)

ClinicalTrials.gov
History
Title
identifier/(Refs.)			
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routine clinical practice, the use of plasma analysis of cfDNA
for the determination of KRAS mutation status in patients with
CRC. Table V lists several examples of ongoing clinical trials
based on the analysis of cfDNA in breast, lung, colorectal,
stomach, gastric and pancreatic cancers, HCC, non-Hodgkin
lymphoma and melanoma.
As regards clinical trials related to miRNAs, one example
is NCT02928627 (198), which is focused on miRNAs, such as
miR-221 and miR-222, that are both dysregulated in the tumor
tissues in approximately 80% of patients with HCC. The aim
of that study was to evaluate whether these two miRNAs are
overexpressed not only in tumor tissues, but also in the blood
of cancer patients. An association between tumor tissue and
blood levels will also be evaluated. Table VI lists additional
examples of ongoing clinical trials in breast, esophageal and
prostate cancer, HCC, lymphoma and leukemias.
8. International Networks focusing on liquid biopsy
The interest in non-invasive tumor diagnosis by liquid biopsy
is demonstrated by several international projects supported
by public funding. A few selected examples (LIQBIOPSENS,
CANCER-ID, PRECISE, BILOBA and ULTRAPLACAD)
are reported in the following sections irrespectively of their
success in terms of delivered products (manuscripts, validated
protocols and platforms, or patents).
LIQBIOPSENS (Reliable Novel Liquid Biopsy technology for
early detection of CRC). This Horizon-2020 project is based on
a reliable novel liquid biopsy technology for the early detection
of CRC using multidisciplinary approaches involving microelectronics, microfluidics, nanomaterials and genomics. The
overall aim of LIQBIOPSENS is the further development and
validation in real settings of a novel diagnostic platform for the
early and rapid detection of ctDNA and their KRAS and BRAF
mutations associated with CRC through blood samples. This
sensitive (in the zM range) assay includes 27 KRAS and BRAF
mutations, to be simultaneously analyzed. Other main features
of LIQBIOPSENS are reliability, low-cost and short analysis
time. Furthermore, a user-friendly and flexible interface is
provided. Among the participants are DestiNA Genomics Ltd.
(UK); the Foundation for Research and Technology Hellas,
Greece; the Servicio Andaluz del Salud, Spain; BEABLE
SL, Spain; Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium and
Sistemas Genomicos SL, Spain (http://liqbiopsens.com).
CANCER-ID (cancer treatment and monitoring through the
identification of CTCs and tumor-related nucleic acids in
blood). This is a newly formed European consortium funded
by the Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI) with currently
33 partners from 13 countries aiming at the establishment of
standard protocols for, and the clinical validation of, bloodbased biomarkers. It brings together experts from academic
and clinical research, innovative small-to-medium sized enterprises (SMEs), diagnostics companies and the pharmaceutical
industry, thus providing a unique setting for establishing
clinical utility of liquid biopsy. The academic leads of the
CANCER-ID consortium are Professor Klaus Pantel, Head
of the Department of Tumor Biology at the University
Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany,
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and Professor Leon Terstappen, Head of the Department of
Medical Cell Biophysics at the University of Twente, Enschede,
The Netherlands. The lead companies of the CANCER-ID
consortium are Bayer HealthCare and Silicon Biosystems, A
Menarini Group Company (http://www.cancer-id.eu).
PRECISE (Personalized Engine for Cancer Integrative
Study and Evaluation). This project is an Horizon-2020 pilot
project that combines hypothesis-driven strategies with datadriven analysis in a novel mathematical and computational
methodology for the integration of genomic, epigenetic,
transcriptomic, proteomic and clinical data with the goal of
risk-stratifying patients and suggesting personalized therapeutic interventions. As far as motivation is concerned, the
PRECISE project is based on the concept that, despite their
great promise, high-throughput technologies in cancer research
have often failed to translate to major therapeutic advances in
clinical practice. One challenge has been tumor heterogeneity,
where multiple competing subclones co-exist within a single
tumor. Genomic heterogeneity renders it difficult to identify
all driving molecular alterations, and thus results in therapies
that only target subsets of aggressive tumor cells. Another
challenge lies in the integration of multiple types of molecular
data into mathematical disease models that can make actionable clinical statements. PRECISE aims to develop predictive
computational technology that can exploit molecular and
clinical data to improve our understanding of disease mechanisms and to inform clinicians about optimized strategies for
therapeutic intervention. The Precise project will focus on two
urgent clinical needs in prostate cancer: i) Distinguishing the
many indolent tumors from the minority of lethal ones; and
ii) providing rationally selected treatment options for patients
with advanced disease (http://www.precise-project.eu).
BILOBA (Bloch electromagnetic surface wave biosensors for
early cancer diagnosis). BILOBA is a collaborative project
funded by the European Commission through its Seventh
Framework Program. The major goal of the project is to
explore, design and set-up systems optimized for analytical
sensing, associated with the development of a corresponding
analytical instrument. For this purpose, the immobilization
protocols and biochemical assays have been established to
ensure an optimized binding site density at the surface of SPR
sensors and to enable the detection of the target biomarkers.
Furthermore, a fluidic system has been developed for handling
the aqueous analyte solutions ensuring a high signal-tonoise ratio and robust results even in the case of ultralow
concentrations. The BILOBA multifunctional point-of-care
platform is expected to be capable of performing real-time
cancer biomarker detection in a tandem configuration. The
BILOBA project consists of 9 participants from different
European countries, including the Department of Basic and
Applied Sciences for Engineering (Università degli Studi di
Roma ‘La Sapienza’, Rome, Italy); the Department of Applied
Sciences and Technology (Politecnico di Torino, Torino,
Italy); Fraunhofer Gesellschaft, Munich, Germany; the
Department of Materials (Imperial College London, London,
UK), the Department of Oncology (Università degli Studi di
Torino, Torino, Italy); Labor Srl, Rome, Italy; Biotray SAS,
Lyon, France; Horiba Jobin Yvon SAS, Paris, France; KDS
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Radeberg GmbH, Dresden, Germany (http://www.bilobaproject.eu/).
ULTRAPLACAD (ULTRAsensitive PLAsmonic devices for
early CAncer Diagnosis). With respect to the issue of the
detection of cfDNA and miRNAs in tumor liquid biopsies, the
highly multidisciplinary ULTRAPLACAD project relies on
two advanced plasmonic biosensor technologies: i) Plasmonenhanced fluorescence spectroscopy imaging (PEFSI); and ii)
nanostructure-enhanced surface plasmon resonance imaging
(NESPRI). Plasmonic methods have already been shown to be
useful for biomedical applications for the analysis of nucleic
acid analytes in real samples (including human blood) with a
limit of detection (LOD) from low femtomolar to attomolar
concentrations (162,205,206). In the ULTRAPLACAD project,
novel plasmonic structures will be delivered based on surface
plasmon modes supported by continuous metallic films and
arrays of metallic nanoparticles. Those structures hold the potential for a breakthrough enhancement of sensitivity. Moreover,
this method will be implemented in an innovative compact
biosensor device based on an integration of key optical elements
for the excitation and collecting of fluorescence light directly on
the sensor chip. The SPRI approach is based on the detection of
target analytes through biomolecular binding-induced refractive index changes. In the ULTRAPLACAD project, an SPRI
platform based on the diffraction coupling of light into surface
plasmons will be developed, in order to increase sensitivity and
limit the signal-to-noise ratios. With respect to the proposed
diagnostic model systems, KRAS and BRAF mutations are
considered, since they are routinely assessed in genomic DNAs
from surgically removed lesions of colorectal carcinoma,
breast cancer, melanoma and other tumors. As far as miRNA
target sequences are concerned, miR-221, miR-222, miR-141,
miR-155, miR-21, let-7a and miR-16 are considered, since these
miRNA molecules are available in circulating exosomes, and
could mark tumor aggressiveness. ULTRAPLACAD is the
only project in which ctDNAs, miRNAs and proteins, e.g., the
three major analyte classes, are combined in a single detection
platform (www.ultraplacad.eu).
9. Conclusions
The liquid biopsy of cancer is mainly based on the analysis of
CTCs and/or cell-free nucleic acids in the peripheral blood of
cancer patients, as well as in other body fluids suitable for diagnostic assessment. Among these, cerebrospinal fluid for tumors
of the central nervous system, saliva for tumors affecting
the head and neck, pleural effusion in the case of respiratory
tract cancers and urine for urinary tract cancers. At present,
liquid biopsy should be considered one of the most advanced
non-invasive diagnostic systems suitable for performing key
clinically relevant actions possibly leading to precision medicine. Historically, the applications of liquid biopsy for the
characterization of cancer patients have been focused on CTCs.
More recently, this analysis has been extended to cfDNA and
miRNAs, demonstrated to be associated with cancer, with
potential applications in early diagnosis, staging, prognosis,
prediction of therapeutic responses, therapeutic outcome,
and follow-up during therapeutic intervention. Liquid biopsy
measures alterations in gene structure, regulation and expres-

sion that are the hallmarks of cancer. These analytes include
nucleotide variants, promoter methylation, copy number
variations of specific genes, chromosomal rearrangements,
mutations affecting transcription, splicing and RNA maturation,
translational efficiency and differences in miRNA signatures.
The analysis of all these parameters can be approached by a
variety of technological platforms. Moreover, the great interest
of liquid biopsy is that this approach avoids certain key issues
associated with invasive surgical biopsy. These include, but are
not limited to: i) A static representation of the tumor pathology
strictly limited to the tumor tissue sampling; ii) ethical and
practical issues preventing repeated tissue biopsy; iii) tumor
heterogeneity, particularly during progression and metastatic
dissemination (making multiple sampling necessary); iv) easier
patient monitoring by non-invasive analytical procedures (i.e.,
liquid biopsy). Therefore, despite the fact that the liquid biopsy
approach suffers from important drawbacks (fragmentation of
cfDNA, instability of RNA, low yield of isolated samples to
be analyzed and variable presence of normal DNA and RNA)
this approach is generally deemed of great interest for future
applications, patent development and clinical trials. These will
ultimately verify the potential of liquid biopsy in cancer. It is
not expected that liquid biopsy will replace surgical biopsy;
however, it will probably complement within a few years
the information routinely obtained by excisional, incisional,
surgical and needle biopsies, becoming a tool of choice for the
dynamic monitoring of patients during clinical treatment and
during the long-term surveillance of their health status.
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